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PADUCAH. KY., MONDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 2, 1907

VOL. XXII NO. 130

FLYING SQUADRON ARTHUR ADAMS' DEAD BODY CONGRESS OPENS ELKS' MEMORIAL EXERCISES 'ENGLISH BUYERS
INSPECTING LID, WAS FOUND FACE DOWNWARD HIGH NOON TODAY AT KENTUCKY THEATER ARE BRING CASH INTO
BEAUTIFUL—IMPRESSIVE TOBACCO MARDI'
MAKING ARRESTS IN MUD, WHERE HE DROWNED IN 60TH SESSION „
Bad Elrod,Charged With Bootlegging By Detectives Moore
and Baker, Says He Was
Only Accommodating Thirsty Steamboat Cook,

Was Thrown Out and Unable to Regain Feet---His Family's Only
Support.

Eulogies Delivered By Mr J. S. R. B. Bradshaw, Representing
W. 1'. Grant and Company
R088 and Oration By State
Senator J. Wheeler Campbell Has Money on Deposit to
Pay for Deliveries in Pa.
—Special Music Charming.
ducah.

No Flowers Appeared oft Desks
of Representatives and Senators and Atter organization
Both Houses Adjourned in
Respect to Dead.

Beautiful and impressive describe
the annual memorial services of the
Paducah lodge, No. 217. B. P. 0. THE AMERICAN SNUFF (")MPANY
ivrEttEtfrr IN LOWER HOUSE
WARRANT OUT FOR ANOTHER
Elko, Sunday afternoon. in the KenRevextreme
been
had
life
found
that
2.—(Special.)—
Dec.
Ky.,
Murray,
tucky
theater in honor of their abboy
the
of
The
fattier
hours.
Arthur Adams, the 18-year-old eon oral
sent brothers, Will J. Dicke, H. P.
ieh and French. Regis's have
of Lyourgus Adams, a farmer living 113 afflicted; the boy baying been the
. Dec. 2.--The sixtieth
'
Washington
Fest and W. A. Bishop, who died their cash
on depoeit in local batiks
Chief of Police Collins' "flying two mike north of this place, was main support of a large gentile.
congress assembled at noon today.
this year, anti thy brothtes that had
tobacco deliveries. in Pafor
to
pay
equadroo," composed of Detectives found dead is a mud hole Dear his
senate
in
fell
gavels
the
bong begot%
gone before.
The morning R. le Brad&wee_
Moore and Baker, visited every sec- father's biome Sunday morning the
and home; the stream of people had
The theater was well filled with ."haw, representing W. T. Greet and
tion of Paducah yesterday in search boy having fallen into the place while
filled galleries and overflowed into
people whose sympathy was with the tompato. agents for
the English
of posstble Sunday vie:aeons with driving and was dINZPVinsid.
by
was
Admiration
the corridors.
lodge. The stage was beautifully mark et • Stahl and compato. retirethe net result of two arreets on
Young Adams, in oempanty with
card only.
decorated with palms and the na- sent ing the
Regie. acid
Italian
charges of ''bootbarging." "Bud" two compulsions, attended a party
As flowers treve been; barred there
tional flag. In the center of the O'Brien and company, representing
Paired. white. and vtoli knowo ard Saturday night and all were known
was nothing noieh for the spectators
stage and toward the front was the the. French Regie, are prepared to
John Hester, colored, are the eus- to be drinking. It 19 staid that the
ATTORNEY J. S. ROSS
to see but stale/men. The procedure
altar of the exalted ruler and on
y out cash for all esteems deliiveree
poets.
buggy
in the senate was ferniel and brief.
Memorial
both sides of the altar were seated to them. and Mr. Gus Hank, repreElks'
at
Eulogies
Delivered
were
saloons
A dozen outlying
in hi.' horns.
arted tee
pise°4
himtoward
horse
"ads
boys'started
and
entire
membership
tine
house
In the
the other officers of the lodge and in tie nt ing the A mertoan Snuff company,
Yeaterday.
visited suddenly and found locked When last seen Adams had beet his
bad to be sworn in and officers electthe rear was the lodge body. At (lie later brought cask here.
Pain
on
was
lid
The
burro'.
limp
hying
wae
and
overcoat and hat and
ed and seats assignel.
baek of the stage was a black shield
Satcame
from
The banks are handling this money
ducah, and, the leaks
in tis buggy. Next mooting when
with an elk's head on it. and both checking it out over their (enlisters in
Murray. Ky., Dec. 2, (Special.)—
arday night suppees laid in by ir- Adams' father arose he found his
EdRev.
Fairhenk8 presided. The
were lighted with electricity. As the tbe raottlar run of businees, paytang
V:t'Pregi4jeilt
btNI)
"Per
In the
regular and unliceneed dealers.
boy's horse standin‘g at the gate with Armed guards have been placed on ward.
offered;
chaplain,
Hale,
Everett
roll of the brothers who have died cash for every order.
waretobacco
the
various
at
watch
vloeators
some
More are, perhaps,
the hornet's and shafts of the bum'''.
orioer. The roll was called and 1ht.
this year was called the lights were
This action ass expected acted as an
down-town, where competent ere- Starting out to search far his boy be houses at this place since a second vice-ereekterrt atrnouneed a quorum
extinguished, first of those on the
immediate stimulant to the weevers.
cter...re Is difficult to secure, sod some was horrified to find his lifeless body attempt was made in one night last present. The swearing in of the
of
the
those
antlers
on
next
shield,
business, and more than 1200.0045 In
drug :gores may be dispensing under the ice of the mud bole. Neigh- week by an incendiary to fire the Mur newly elected
mieetle•rs foie-eyed
the elk, lastly those on the elk's caeh probably
will be paid out to to"a-111111w; frumentl," but. throughout bors were summoned, but it waa ray association warehouse owned by
Senator
which
head.
Z. C. Graham & company, of Pacerbacco
growers
between this date and
_
"f
ttie resident* seettons the bartenders
ni'aMer
after
offered a neolution diceremonies,
exponded most grac the tiro of January.
The audience r.
cah. and the building owned by R.
rAde a day of rest of the Sabbath.
sippol pitmen t of a corn m i t rig
the
rect
loussly when asked by the exalted
Downs & company, of this place.
That there was liquor beine sold
Tobacco Pouring In,
to act with the house to inform
ruler to join with the lodge in singand. occupied by Griffin & Barnett, tee
th• POW*, were assured and the deconerese was
Roosevelt
of wagon loads; ire tobacco
lateens
President
vices
were
so
of Paducah, the local buyers for the
Petite-all Oinks are using the clear. ing the hymns, all the
tectives say they suspected the men
...prepared to receive comninueotions,
respect arrived n Paclutels to.lay • 50811e of
•
carried
with
great
through
government.
ttattanfire
the
for
torlifleatest
Irou;••••!:lug
arrested.' They kept a -1-Ookout yesThe committee welt not report until
them reaching Paducah as early as
time this morning, the shipment 01 to the memory of their dead broth.The fact that attempts were made
terday and the detectives said they
tomorrow. Resoaotions were offered
1 o'clock this morning.
ers.
enthe
from
and
arrived
having
association
the
ehecks
both
burn
to
leinod
"
"Bud,
Alien
meet
saw Lewitt
informing the tome the z•etiate was
"We are going back home and
They
preDonovan
T.
morning,
J.
Duler
this
night
the
house
same
Exalted
graving
warehouses
Italian
in the alley behind Engiert & Dryready to go to work hod fixing the
place the money in the banks," reinenHenry
the
of
R.
sided. The Rev. J.
are handsome examples
within an hours time, gives assurent's grocery on Second street. They
meeting hour at noon'.
marked Geo. Titsworth. who brought
graving art. They are }sued in de-- voked the divine blessing and Senaance to Murray citizens that the
had abadowed the two men to that
Re901411i0OW were offered officially
in a toed of _tobacco. Farmers are
delivered
Campbell
ten
and
five,
Wheeler
"night
J.
not
tor
two,
are
one.
of
one
incendiaries
weruldlise
wen:gnat
point and raw Elrod transfer a pint
informing the senate of the deaths of
not fools and know that to hide the
twenty dollars. and are signed by the th•• oration of the occassion. while
riders" who have a grievance at
of "Paul Jones" to Allen, who is a
Senators Morgan and Pettus. of Alamoney and keep it out of circulation
eulogies
president and assistant secretary of elic. J. S. Roes dellered the
either the association or the Regie
steamboat cook.
Thew who boasted of amounts won
bama. and out of respect to their
means that farm products meet mowbeauty
the
to
added
who
R.
who
G.
someone.
association,
Those
is
it
but
House
that
buyers,
the
°Peering
he
Being questioned *hen said
aarily go dewy. We read the newson the last election proteribly will has a manta for starting fires, and memories adjournment was taken.
occasion
the
of
Veneer:lite
impressiveness
and
W.
Nolan
and
Robertson
gave 50 cents to get some witisky,
papers and know that there *no real
In the House.
explain in detail probably is the same party that has
respectively. ,Each denomitratton is U y tbeir singing. were Mfa• Lonit
sod he del not know where Elood got have a chant', to
Ott.
Was cause for a peter send are not going
Gray,
C.
scrniard
berkoed
W.
con
Mrs
fice
the
of
many
Lewis,
Identifihulk
The
for
responsible
easy
Wade
for
coksr,
been
different
a
the
of
to
tremorous
their
It. Eked wee arrested, tru: said he tome of
to be guilty of heaping to cause one."
occurred in the
cation, and are duffel December a. Mayne" Dryfues. Mr. Slavin Mael and
ded not see Allen any whisky. He grand -jury empanelled in ciroult fiagrations that have
Mr. Tertworth's idea semed to meet
Isabella
ies
pagby.
years.
S.
two
reads:
last
Emmet
Mr.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
The face of the certificate
renetiered the transaction a frienclay court by Judge Reed theis morning. city during the
the approvel of a number of other
piano.
the
at
preskled
Mohan
in
exonly
passible
le
check
This
tobacco
the
the
charge
instructed,
burn
to
his
in
attempt
Tile
court
aelommodation• to a thirsty waefarer. The
farmers who were here tawlay.
_
Deal's orchestra played.
change on a reserve city and is proFriday
unacquainted with the oases, which eery to look into the alleged betting warehouses was committed
ae
morning
"As
I
eaelcthis
the
am
;the
tected by seeurities pledged wfth
Mr. J. S. Ross.
night and was bold. A shed, near
abound in Paducah on a Sunday. and to bring ledictinente
tobacco wagons began to come into
clearing hereto association, and they
In reference to the brothers who Padet ea.h " he con t in met. "manly of
However, he declined to divulge the
Judge Reed's charge along this the warehouses in which a large
banika.of
the
of
all
by
was
guaranteed
are
stored,
was
gasoline
eoverce of his refreshments.
had died during the year Mr. J. S. them from Ballard and Marehalt
line was lengthy, and inetructed the drum of
of gam(the city and made payable at any Ross said in part:
jury to investigate alleged tampering entered and a large amount
John Heater.
counties and by the time the embank in the eity.
geeH 123456 p oy se of the various i red ersen tient toirsterfer- line stolen and poured on the woodINSERT Elks
Hester was herd to Mel. He is with ballot boxes and any
have
not
shall
we
Grathat
the
"We
think
of
partitions
and
en
doors
Senator Campbell.
that may ;have ocbacco houses came on. tette there were
porter at Potter's grocery said Wotan. ence with voters
after the
to use these certificates much longer."
ham warehouse. Soon
State Senator J. Wheeler Camp- a score or more of wagons waiting
Seventh red Campbell streets. and cured.
saielert banker today. "The premium hell delivered an eloquent oration.
match was applied City Marshal Robthem.
need riot dwell upon the importWla ttinlied up on the evidence of two
person, who
on money is disappearing and ae soon extolling the principles and practices
erts and another
elections."
clean
nogeoes who bad a half pint apsiece. ance of pure and
The privies pain average In cents
to
ehtp
will
fire,
banks
the
city
reserve
saw
am the
chanced to be passing,
of the B. P. 0. Elks.
leterie they admitted having secured said the centre "and the man who extinguished it, after the
around. white in many inetances as
gationne
the country hanks curreney payments
part:
in
said
He
from Hotter in exchange for as many wagers large sums upon the 'result of had burned off the wood. The marThe order of Elks has grown great high as 13 cents has been paid today.
Capt. William Krause, the defeat- may be resumed. The certificates
Heston. ; vanished an election places before himself fibs- shal then left the warehouse to
silver quarters.
Messrs. Geo,rge and Leo Titsworth,
is in ace answering all the purposes of the because it fills an actual want. Its
treasurer,
city
for
aandidate
ed
temporarily from his accustomed temptation to commit fraud and to notify the bookkeeper, Mr. Charles
to enter a real turency. The people have be- broad faith is sufficiently Catholic to of Ballard county, probably made the
preparing
today,
city
the
haunts, bet the warrant was sworn use unlawful means to wen. Tbe pun- Moore, who was rooming nearby. Be41,0150 pounds being
mandamus suit to compel election come so Rectratomed to them now that embrace all creeds and peoples. Its largest deliveries,
• out. It is charged that he sold the ishment for election betting is not fore he reached Mr. Moore's room he
to issue to him a cer- t hey a re readily accepted. Business charity extends beyond the mere dol- sold by them at 10 cents.
commissioners
4•1110.11••=11
liquor in a little restaurant in the urea- a fine, but the money so wagered saw another flash in the shed near
tificate of election on the grounds is improving every day now, and con- ing out of gratuities. Th., organizarear of Potter's piece, but Potter is may be confiscated by the state." was the Regie warehouse, and flames
Calloway County Situation.
Treasurer Dorian is ineligi- fidenee is rapidly being motored."
tion includes Catholics and Protestthat
City
not implicated, as his piece. was Mae finale of his charge.
shot high in th e air. Rushing back ble for reeeection.
ants, Jew anti Gentile, meeting on
Murray. Ky., Dec. 2.—(Special.1 -Besides the charge pertaineng
(lessee tight yesterday anal he was at
to the building be found the whole
I.
common level of human owe The association farmers as well AA
one
Chat
from
arrived
Krause
Capt.
the elections Judge Reed covered te shed aflame. An alarm was turned
home.
thy 'and brotherly love."
the indepeadent tobacco growers; of
tanompe Tenn., yesterday in rethe
by
court
gone
over
grounds
Impel
in and the citizens, who responded, sponse to telegrams from his advisIn police court this morteng Allen
He spoke of the custom of estab- the t•oillity have no cause. for ahem
giving instructioes to the jury.
were successful in putting out the
testified that be gave Eltrod :30 cents in
Houston, Tex., Dee. ..--A loss of lishing •"Elks' Homes" In lodge over the money stringency, ample
here and today is in consultation
ers
blaze. It is supposed that when the with attorneys. To a number of over a half million was caused early quarters. thus affording the congt•n- provision having already been matte
to get eome whisky end that Ebro.]
first gasoline was taken the faucet friends he has given out the inform- today when a fire destroyed the heart lei atmosphere of a home for the for beth. A large intijority of the
returned hts money and told he
was left open allowing the gasoline
couldn't pughhare It. but would give
man who Is absent from the family growers who pledgee} their, eon's e•
csa_dtstriet.
ation that he intends to make a of She I•usinto run out on the ground and a tight for the city treaaurer's
him some. Elrod was fined $20 and
reside.
e asTeocianion seen recTeftea ne ;if '
appealed.
In reference to the custom of mestrey they needed before the flii
Hopkinsvilles Ky., Dee. 2 —(Spe- match was applied to it. This is ev- believing that he has a chan•ce to
Hester was lined $54).
• )—Tobacco at Fairview, this dent from the fact that had there land the Office on a technicality.
holding annual memorial services, began, while the Italian Ono rs rethere
said it is simply recognition of a eenUy received a large 91ITO of memo
he
Taylor Pryor. colored, was present- county belotheing to independents been any gasoline In the tank,
City Treasurer Dorian meanwhile
desire not to be forgotten. all its gold, to be paid to the 'formers
ed on the game charge, ;but his ease. and taken in for airloment. is guarded would have been a terrible explosion.
human
sits steady in the boat.
monuments have delivering them their tobarro
was continued until tomorrow morn- by armed men to prevent an attack.
tie said mighty
The next morning the city council
"What
The
question,
the
to
answer
In
ages past by great money wain
in
erected
been
ing.
met in celled session and voted to are you going to do about it " he
placed in tbe Batik of
Georgetown Ky., Dec. 2.— f SpeSenator J. Wheeler ramptrel I prose
monarchs to perpetuate their own Murray and is used the same as other
employe guards to stay at the ware
Judge Landers Dies.
cia.1.1—In the Powers trial Judge
said:
memories among a people who'never deposits.
Hopeinsville, Ky., Dee, 2.—See- house buildings an le.defInIte length
cuted the men charged with bootlegthe
front
certifistreeksea
ordered
—
a
Morris
"Nothing-- that is. I have
knew them. "Enipires have been
ging. He represented citixeret leter- (141.1—Former Judge Landes, of the of time. This action was taken to
cate of eleation. I received a major- reword the statement of lielefeat H. 'destroyed and maps changed that
ested In the strict enforcement of the court of appeals, is dead.
prevent the insurance companies
ity of the votes of the people at the Young that he heard Goebel was to great warriors might have their
Oozing law, but declined to give their
from withdrawing insurance on the
election. I believe I am qualified, be killed on the day the shot was deeds perpetuated in the history of
by
threatened
names.
buildings, which was
BILADLICei(lASE WILL GO
and I shall simply act in accordance fired. A former sheriff hrserght on the world" The Elks, he said.
TO THE JURY TONIGHT. the companies adjusters.
Philail,
[phia, Pa, Dec. 2.—The
with the will of the people and the from Bell county said Powers told
Murray's Many Fires.
steamer
is on tire at the
authority of the election comm- him of taking mountaineere to FrankMontana
occurhave
Four.)
fires
Page
disastrous
Washington, Dec. 2.—Attorney
(Continued on
Many
I can't cross any bridges fort and said he wanted men who
dock. Flames spread to the dock.
lipover resumed his address today in red in Murray recently', all of which stoners.
forge- quantities:of oil are stored on
I come to them. Do you see? could kill if necessery. He said tho
behalf of Mrs. Bradley. Judge Sel- were believed to have been of in- until
Washington, Dec. 2.—Roosevelt
must come from the mountaineers were heavily armed.
the dock. All the city fire departAttorney cendiary origin.
District
Notably among The first move
followed.
lers
has announced his decision to appoint
Banker Black, of Barbourville, totewho wishes to molest me."
nrents were called.
Baker closed for the government. these was the burning of the Murray person
ad- tied that powers anal Finley talked
been
has
Meurice J. Galvin internal revenue
Dorian
Treasurer
case will be In the jury's hands Inetitute, one of the most noted inThe
collector at Covingtoo.
The funeral of Mr. William Rob CITY RV: A 11.11.AN(Il(W
vised of Captain Krause's purpose to him about taking an army to
this evening. •
stitutione of learning in western
counsel. it is under- Frankfort. He urged them not to de erts, of Florence Station, who died
secured
has
and
ee0ee19.05 ON DEl ENIBER 1.
house.
court
Kentucky. the county
it. Hot- worsts ensued. Powers said lest Saturday meriting, was held 3 eNTHE lit'N.AWAV DIRIGIBLE
side -et stood.
west
the
on
block
business
WEATHER.
THE
The report for
he 'empty wanted to influence the terdly afternoon at bis home. Ms,
November cornOUT ON THE WIDE OCEAN.
the court square; Arlington hotel
legislature and intimidate. He claimed Roberts was 50 yearee'd and leaves plied by CRY Auditor Kirklal3d and
and
works
bottling
depot,
freight
ever)e;man had a right to beer arms a wife and one child. lets death was City Treasurer Dorian shows a hien
o
Palls Dec. 2.—The government is
many residences. Several unsuccessdue to pneumonia.
ftrlf•e on hand of $24),549.95 as comconvinced that the runaway dirigible
ful attempts were made to fire buildpered with $7,875.91 November 1.
airship, La Petrie, white OS
hospital
Riverside
of*
bereport
important
most
the
The
of
one
ings,
The
report is:
today,
Sunday, passed over Ireland during
issued
month.
the
bundles
burn
past
for the
ing the attempt to
November 1
$ 7.575.91
the eight. It is thought she is now
oct•upled by the Murray Ledgea, shows that at present there are 12
Collected
25,3l7.89
over the Atlantic west of Scotland.
which If it had been successful would patients at the hospital, eight of them
Disbursed
• 15.643..86
have spread to adjoining buildings being city end four prieete patients.
December 1
2i0.594.9•5
anti wiped out the main business sec- November 1 there ware 16 patients,
12 private and four city, and 13 prition of the town.
vate and 13 city patients were received doting the month, making a
In a letter received this week from York" as the hinothe Mess Nievini.
Mrs. Celia Thomas died last night
total of 42 treated thrring the 'month. Irvin Cobb, be gives a list of some of lately prima donna with "Ltictlice"
at 7:30 o'clock at her home on the
Washington, Dec. 2 —Bonaparte's
Of these 30 were discharged, 'svelte* the cast. seleeted to present his comic letker and Williameo vaudeville
Mayfield road from the effects of
patients now at the Institution. opera, and it contains some of the team; "Bine" Reek, a dancer, lathe annual report to congress is temperstomach trouble. Mrs. Thomas was
Murray, Ky.. Dec. 2. (Spec!
births and two deaths beet known talent in New York. Tier was wItt ddie Foy last season; Ve- ed to suit the shorn lambs. He sacs
64 years old. Her holy will be taken
,At a , mucus held by the newly There were two
month, both eft): eases.
opera. It has now been deckled, will koka Slirrupp. the origfnal 01Iwon he refrains from any recommendatomorrow morning to Benton, where
elected city council Mr. Gus Nix. during the
K now he the prize tions or suggretions as to charge* in
the funeral will he held..
The sun lea) staff for December be presented in Washington Decem- girl; htergeret
formerly deputy sheriff of Ceilloway
Frank Boyd and J. T. ber 30, and will be taken to New show girt Of tbe "Belle of Mayfair;" the anti-trust and Interstate comcounty, was elected city marshal, and will be
The_ .neale ward Tee yeicten York January 6 or 1 1. either to the "Dilly" Gould, latelo of Jo Weber's merce laws. He asks, the enaetment
Attorney P: *memo- cite— attorney. Redd
L. Smith; for the te- Lyric, the taiithe eve Tialeni. roe peo- etlififeirhe id- Mtron, an opera basso of. statutes. ausliatilliag-mitnaoses to
a
serve
will
Dr
elected
be
will
officials
The
1 Fair t„„Ight'and Tuned:rya Slightrain
, fir. W. e, ictommoi; ot, pis aireadv .eventiged include: Dove of ;reputation, and Waiter Peeples!, attend civil cats* and vindicates a
tvetpere‘term of Iwo years. Both are com- Mole •
Highest
tonight.
warmer
ly
sted•wIll make splendid office reeric, Dr. 0. R. KW,end ere ear, Lewis, the ,04101014 comedian, who who stupported. Fritti Sahel least Sea- diteetive bureau under the admht.
stare yesterday. 44; Itsweat today, petent
Louis. Dee. '2. - - Wheat. a
IstratIon of his departinest.
greet hitt* the "Dottie of New son.
nose and throat, Dr. It G. aerate&
34.
_
is
corn, el; oats 19 14.
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SPECIAL GUARDS
AROUND TOBACCO
STORED AT MURRAY

CLEARING HOUSE
CERTIFICATE IS
EXCHANGE MEDIUM

•

JET ON ELECTION?
THEN GO BEFORE
CRIMINAL COURT

CONTEST WILL BE
MADE FOR OFFICE
CITY TRUSURER

"I

•

FIRE AT HOUSTON

GUARDING TOBACCO

STATE HAS INNING
IN POWERS TRIAL

FIRE AT THE %DUES

GALVIN APPOINTED

WILLIAM ROBERTS

.)o

RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL

Cast for Irvin Cobb's Opera

MRS. CELIA THOMAS

BONAPARTE'S MESSAGE

CITY OFFICERS OF MURRAY

WARM ER

G

•
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PAGE TWO

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
1-.41\ L\ I PHARALICISTS

I Give Us a Share of
Your

Eve/lettere Acknowledge the
periority of Vino'.

TWICE-TOLD
Su-

THEATRICAL NOTES

NIONDAY,'DECEIIIIER

TESTIMONY.

-311111101,1100::1111111.1111111101W1011120131arlalLis...:UINEW

Paducah People Are Doing All They
('au for Felton Sufferers.

If one person more than another
Paducah testimony 4s been pub
should know the value of a medicine
:lathed to move the ruefat of Dean's
it is the retail pharmacist.
AT TILE KENTUCKY.
Kidney Pills to others in Paducah
For this reason such testimony as
Tonight-"My Wife's Family."
who suffer from bad backs and kidthe following should be convincing.
Wednesday Night-Al G. Field's ney illa
1•1=1.
Lest any sufferer doubt
C. A. Patterson, the leading drug
inetrels.
that the cures made by Doan's Kidgist of Charleston. W. Va., writes
Friday Night-Harry Beresford ha ney Pins are thorough and lasting,
"I have used Vinol for every member "The trier House."
we produce confirmed proof-stateof my family, and have never lees
Net-"As Told in the Hills."
ments from Paducati pecipap saring
disappointed in the resuPs. It is a
that the cures they told of years ago
Phone 35S.
Phone 765.
Many of .you will select, as Christmas gifts,
pleasure to sell a remedy that gees
were Permanent. Here's a Paducah
"Parylifal" in English.
such universal sattsfactior "
of the beautiful things in gold and silver
some
remarkable
'degree
Retaindng in a
case:
'
Mr. Chas. E. Rogers, Druggist, of the mysticism
and weird spieltuaa
J. W. Wooten, retired, of 1403
which we are now showing. A dainty monogram
Elkton, Ky., writes: -"I consider charm
of the original story of the Burnett street, Paducah., Ky., say.:
Vinol one of the best remedies In quest
or initial lends distinction to even the handsomest
for the sacred spear py the "About seven years ago I gave a state
my store, and sell more of it than
Knights of the Holy Grail, "Ftarelfal." meat for publication telling of the
piece.
any one medicine. 1 have also used ,es
translated into English and inter- great merits of Dean's Kidney Pills
Vinol in my family with excellent re- preted
by am excellent company of and what they, bed done for me after
Take time by the forelock and make your
sults."
players at The Keutucky Saturday other remednes had failed to even
lead,: directly to Ile
up of
selections
early, so that our engravers may put in
M. J. F. Bradley, of New Brutestreams whch, in turn. inipairwiteve
matinee and night, is an Aereneingly help me. I was at that time a sufWick. N. J.. writes: "It is a pleas es
work on your gift.
best
their
gation and occasions destructive
beautiful production, and one worthy ferer feotn backaohe and, kidney
to recommend the cod liver preparaof ex!rotence aside from Its relation trouble of years standing. My rest
floods, the question of preserving the
We are showing a magnificent array of Christtion, Vinol, as it gives such spleteliti
to tbe great Wagnerian musk play at night was greatly broken and my
forests is of peculiar interest to a
satisfaction. As I have used it in my
novelties in all the precious metals-such a
mas
health" Was greatly run down. I
FORIAT RESERVEIVILL IS ADVO- citY located as is Paducah. Ket)tucky. family, I can recommend it front of the same name.
stock
as you will find nowhere else in the city.
improduction
is
at the confluence of two important
Scenically the
learned of Doan** Kidney Pills and
C.1TED IN P.I.DUC.kH.
experience."
rivers.
Particularly effective is the {procured them at DuBois & Co.'s
eoetng.
The reason Vinol is so fa: superbe•
"Further, the dePendenee of the to old-fashioned cod liver oil and destruction of _the beautiful "Garden deug store. I took them as directed
andeetries of this' city upon wood emulsions is because it contains al of Narcotic "Blooms" in which tije and was greatly benefited. This was
Local Aaewiation Calls on Kentucky renders the
tableau presents a picture at the most seven years ago and at this time.
rapid destruction of out the medicinal, body
building ele•
Repreeentatiees anal eenatete
national wood supply a matter of merle) of cod liver oil actually taken utter ruin. Modern scenic achieve- February 18, 1907, I think even more
to Support Them.
serious moment to this city.
from fresh cods' livers with all the ments beve been made the most of highly of this remedy than I did then
effectiveness of the as it has stood the test. I most
"For theee reasons, if Ice no other. useless oil eliminated and peptonate- to add to the
supernatural and miraculous episodes heartily endorse Dose's Kidney Pills"
this community views with drop con- oferon added.
The following reee',i,ions
yea oern the rapid progress in
For sale by all dealers.. Price 50
As a body builder and strength. In the story end acting drama, with327 Broadway
the deBoth Phones 458.
adopted by the Paducah Forestry as- struetion of American forests, and creator for old, people, weak women, out making it a more mechanical cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
N. Y., sale agents for the United
sedation Friday night at the eicee of with corresponding interest all at- delicate children, after sickness and show.
The lines are elegant and lofty and states.
the lecture delivered by Dr. T. E. tempts to preserve and extend the for all pulmonary troubles. Vino' to
Remember the name-Dean'srecommended by over 5,000 of the the cast is entirely competent. Mr.
Will, of Washington. D. e.. secretary important natural resource.
Unite! Conner ags"Par91fa I." shepherd, sol- and take no other,
of the American Forestry agsociation: I "Among the leading tercets of the leading druggists of -- the
!United States are those of the south- States. Your money back If it fails. dier of the cross find kingly warden
The Reno
"Since forest destruction upotaern Appalachian and White moun- W. B.% McPherson, Druggist, Padu of the Holy Grail (the guileless fool) (Ion was such a success at the MaAnother
Piteclni's flowery opera.
manifested a fine conception of the jestic
estates• l'pon the conservation and cab, K.
ts:capes In 'MS?.
theater, New York city. The
extra matinee was demanded in Alpart and sustained It consistently entire
wise use of these depends directly.
Shubert production will be
awry, and last week the English arthroughout the play. Mies Keatiref, placed on
large measure the industries and Florence
our local stage with the
5:5 2.7 fall
tists captured the three Cana dia n
as Kundry, was all that could be de- same
,,sn?rity of the sectioaas kmtnediately Johnsonville
strong cast, and accordiag to
11.5 1.5 fall
cittz.s of Ottawa, Montreal and Tosired. The other characters left the
.volved and. indirectly, the weld- Louisville
star, who says, "while the story
7.3 1.2 fall
nothing to be desired.
deals with dyes, It has proven such a ronto..
.g ef the whole people of the Mt. Carmel
3.4 0.3 fall
phenomenal success there is no die
ited S:ates,
Nashville
11.3 4.3 fall
TO (TEE A COLD IN,ONE DAY.
"My Wife's Family."
to It.
3.5 'J.0 st'd
'The Appalachian ben seeks to con- Pittsburg
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
"My Wife's Fami.o" Is the attrac5.8 0.1 fall
-.eve for the highest arid fulaest use St. Louis
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
14.2 3.0 rise tion at The Kentucky tonight. Conof al the people the forests in thew Mt. Vernon
"As Told in the Hills" is Satur- It fails
to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
13.2 0.8 Nee cerning it the Chicago News said:
They save the continual writing
' regions and, at the tame time, to pro- Paducah
offer-lug and the Vineenoes
d
signature is on each box. 2ec.
3.5 0.7 fall
"My - Wife's Famey" opened a Ind.)
...et the vast ,erests. public and BUrnsides
over the same thing. They are
Relieves at once and cures
Commercial of Wednesday
Carthage
7.8 0.1 fall week's engagement at tbe Otalumbus
private, dependent upon them.
says:
permanently all coughs and
not expensive. Send usan order.
Malaria Causes Loss of Appetite.
theater yesterday and was witnessed
"In
these
"The play "As Told its the Mille"
view
facts
of
it
is
hereby
affections of the bronchial
Standard
The
Old
GROVE'S
TASTEby
show
two
audiences.
lease
The
The Martha Hennon got in last
"Resolved. That the Kentucky deie
under the management of Neabit
Prices Right.
was a tremendous bit with its songs
LESS CHILL TONIC, elrive_s out inatubes.
esatirstr hi-eeeftess-bereisti 4.ttere, men from Cincinnati with a large
Scoville, was .posseated at the opera
laria and builds up the system. For
and
sPoclaIlles."
staves.
tow
of
eartesily urged to promote in ev
house last night by a very creditable
grown people and Children 5.0c.
The Chicago Journal adds: "My (enipany.
The Saltillo went up the Tennessee
and practicable way the speed
All of the players did exWife's Family," which the patrons of
river. She came from St. Louis.
lessees.. of the Appalactian
caleet work. Tboee Who attracted
115 S. Third St. Phoqes 351.
The Buttorff got in yesterday from the Columbus theater aorepted as one especial attention were W.
Easy Law BlIaminalion.
S. HamIsl,iney back if not satisfied.
NasIville and left Fast night for of the be-et entertainments offered ner in
"Examinations for admission to
IMMEEIL.
the part of Little Fox and E.
('airo with a big trip of tomatoes. them last season, returned to that W. Vance,
in tile part of the o4unty the bar," once observed a prominent
She will leave Tuesday noon for theater yesterday for a week sect sheriff.
Both of these were Tory attorney of New York. 'are of ceurse,
"Can you ride?"
drew two big houses. The playgoera
Nashville.
proficient in-theie work. Mr. Ham- easy or severe, according to the huaYes,
The Clyde is due out_of the Ten- enjoyed the rapid fire fun making ner is a
mor
of
the
examiner.
once
I
heard
sew member of the comorpoe
nessee river today and will leave more than last season. The pros"Do
you own a horse?"
of
a
judge
in
a certain district of
but Mr. Vance has been playing with
Drug
Wednesday for Riverton, Ala.
pects are very bright for a prosperous them
"Yes, sir."
the greater part of the fall. Florida, famous for its bad roads and
The DickFowler will get on her week."
River Stages.
a
"Can you swim?"
The part of Little Fox is e, very dig- rutnerous creeks and rivers, sad
regular trip from here to Cairo Wedero
17.4
tee
st'd
"Yes, sir."
nified Indian part amid is full of hero- when a young man presented himSole agents Eastman's Kodaks
Hattanooga
5.7 • 2.0 fall nesday.
Al G. Field.
"Then my dear sir, I am happy to
ism while the county sheriff had to self for examination, lookedthe apand Huyler's candy.
The
Reaper
due
in
Mis
from
is
the
scinnatI
16.5 3.0 fall
It Is not generally known that the depend mainly on proficiency for hes plicant over and then inquited with welcome you to practice law iii ley
16.0 1.1 fall steeple river today with a tow of spectacle "The Little Boy in Green," results. He never failed
district."
to get a great gravity:
empties for the West Kentucky Coal
which Al G. Field is presenting this laugh when it was coming.'
company.
year with his Greeter Minstrel Show
Every mother feels
A barge belonging"to the Standard
is foul:ided on fact. Twelve years ego
if lanitation is the slncereet form
great dread of the pain Tie company will be let off the dry
when the derby was -beIng run at of compliment, Henry W. Savage
and danger attendant upon docks tomorrow.
the Gravesend track, a ourig jockey ehould be complimented almost to the
Two barges have been finished at
the most critical period
123 South Second.
barely fourteen years old was thrown point of flattery by the number of
of her life. Becoming the dry docks, belonging to the just as his home
poked his nose productions in Broadway which have
a enot2
W,should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and Pittsburg Combine company.
now
a
open
in
new
quarters.
Open day and night.
under the wire and was killed. His grabbed the famous waltz scene from
daffier inident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
The Chattanooga got , away last
mother-he was an
so
his
n
production
-awes
of
Merry
'The
Widow"
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great night with every pound of freight
watching the rave in the paddock, Although the Viennese operetta has
siain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's she could carry for Chattanooga.
Ilene
and when etre saw her boy thrown been sunning just a little in excessof
The I. N. Hook will get in the
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
she screamed, ."God save my only ene month at the New Amsterdam
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or river trade again today after being (+ltd."- The incident wag taken
by theater, six different Broadway musigloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are laid up for repairs. She will go up He'en Mora, then in vaudeville, as a cal plays have
inserted in their libretthe
Cumberland
after
ties.
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
theme for the famous enetch song tos an imitation of the Merry, Widow
River
stage
15.1.
a
rise
of
.7.
The
serious accidents so common to the critical
which she presented nightly, in New waltz. It was first done by Raymond
highest
of the river lastt, month
tour ars obviated by the use of Mother's momer
, was 1.4;stage
Kinds of Hauling. Second
lowest stage 3.6. Amount York twelve years ago. Mr. Field Hitchcock and Flora Zabelle in "4.
Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold,"
hes elaborated on the idea and he Yankee Tourist" at the Astor theaof rainfall last month was a.l.
and
Washington Streets.
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
present's the spectacle with a faithful ter; next came Elsie Janis, who made
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
reproduction of the Columbus. 0., up in the costume of Prince Dani)o,
for
-A new boarding house might
valuable information of interest to all women, will
e
race track, where so many of the danced the waltz with a girl in her
give, you a nem view-point in life,
be sent to any address free upon application to
world's records have been made and company; then Joe Weber anuouneed
Both Phones 499.
might give new color to your hopes
tiphele. The world pacing record that he would not onty give an imiill/tADRE111 REGULATOR 00., Aliases,
and plans. Look at the ads. _
was made in 1904 by Dan Patch In tation of the waltz, but that he had
•
1:59%; the stallion trotting record left an order with Edgar Smith to
was made by Crescents in 1901 in prepare a burlesque on the full three
2:02% ; the tilsreseeeae-old stanza acts of "The Merry Widow:" next
tnetting record was made by Able in came Blahche Ring and Jefferson Da
2:101
/
2 In '1906; the record for three- Angelis with a burlesque on the eel*"
year-old mares, trotting._ was made in.,'The Gay White Way." "The
by Susie in 2:09'.i in 1905; the geld- Dairymaids" followed iVith an imitaing trotting record was made by den of the waltz, and finally, not to
Wentworth in 1905 in 2:04 1,i; the be outdone, Lew Fiticle, Who has one
geld ln g trotting lace record (3 heats) of the biggest musical successes in
was made by W. J7Lewis In 2:06e, New York has made "The Merry
?:06 1/4, 2:06", in 1906; the mare's Widow" waltz a feature In "The Girl
pacing-yreocord for 4 years old, was Behind the Counter."
made by the Maid ine2:053
/
4 in 1899
and for manes :1 years old was made
The millionaires' panic has sipperIn 2:08% by Brenda Yorke in 1906. ently not affected opera lovers to any
The double team record was made by noticeable extent. "Madam. Butterfly'
Sally Serimons and Rose heat in began her croon-continent tour with
2:1_5 1. in 1894. The Al G. Field performances Th four New England
Greater Minstrels will appear here cities and the houses were itot only
The merry musictil mix-up
Wedneeday, December 4.
seed out, but Henry W. Savage was
That Funny Fellow.
forced to give two extra matinees of
December
"The Other House" as played In
ever -popular Harry Beresford.
wills a beautiful story eald in a terra,
district of Rhode leland,
ft tells of the struggTes of an aged
inventor, the part played by Mr.
Fleressford. and' more beautiful be314 Broadway
muse o-f the age of the charaeter, an
old mate though old in years still
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
Laughter and music.
Seats on sale Saturday.
young in .thought.
Music and laughter.
Prices 25c, 50c and 75e
He invents a chemical fluid for
dyeing woolen, works on It for years
We are displaying a very
perfects it and at the elevenith hour,
complete line of Trunks,
finds himself confronted with that
Grips, Suit Cases and all
ever harassing thought-mantel Capitalists. as usual, are onethe spot
kinds of Leather Goods and
ready to grab the work. of the old
our prices are most moderate.
man's brain, and reap the harvest die
December
him.
You will find that hest values
Everything looks black for John
and lowest prices are the poliHake, thesp,art played by Mr. Beresford, but at. the last moment his
Greater
cy of this concern.
shrewdness prederninates and he
shows the capitalists one trek worth
In our modern factory we
two of theirs, A noteworthy feature
will
do all kinds of repair
of this wonderful oar is its comedy
Prices 25e, 35c, 50c, 75c
The Show You Know.
which is so beantifulits %erten into
work add, build to order
.41111110111.1.•-•
.ismd
tile4°,1e aninnte hands of such a
Trunks, Sample Cases, etc.
Seats on sale Tnrsday.
n01n#Chn as Mr. bete:done It is en'
'o be welidered at that tIlit predue,

We Fngrave Your

CHRISTMAS PIECES FREE

--=-0=1NSURANCE

E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS

All Kinds of Insurance j

APPALACHIAN

J. L. Wolff, Jeweler

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

Cherry Juice

COUGH SYRUP
Large Bettie 2k

.14

The Diamond Stamp Works

rigtt

M c PHERSON'S

A

RIVER NHS

Store

PAGES RESTAURANT

Babg Mike

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All
Warehouse

Storage.

es.

In October, 1907, the average bill for electric lights
for 680 residences was

he Kentucky

Monday

$2.07

Everybody can use electric
lights at this price. Have
your house wired and use
the most convenient light
in the world.

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

Last Season's Laughing Success

My Wife's Family

F. H. NIEMAN

A Farce Comedy with
music.

Wednesday

America's Favorite IndoorShow

AL. G. FIELD

MINSTRELS

65-PEOPLE -,65

e.

MOND.AY, DECEMBER 2.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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A Sale That

.4

Means Money to You

S
•

Every dollar's worth of our $10,000 stock must and wil
be sold regardless of value. Positively a great slaughter
sale. Nothing will be reserved, but everything must
be sold. Never before were such prices made on sea.sonable merchandise. Note these prices:

Cloaks
50c )
'On the Dollar

Blankets==== Comforts

Dress Goods

1,5.00 Blanlsets and Comforts, all
wool
$3.98

Dress goods worth $1.50, this sale $1
Dress goods worth $1, this sale 75c
Dress goods worth 50,, this sale 39c
Dress goods worth 25c, this sale 1 5C
Flanneletts worth 12 1-2c, sale
price.
10c
Flanneletts worth 10c, sale price. 8C

10-4 Cotton Blankets
72x92 Comfort
69x72 Comfort

50c and 75c
$1.00
89c

Winter Hosiery
Misses' and buss
'ribiped

hose, worth

25c, this sale

1-9C

Ladies' hose, worth 15c,
'
this
sale

.. 1 OC

Underwear
Boys
' heavy ribbed shirts only, worth
25c, this sale.........

_.___.....15C

Ladies
' heavy ribbed vests and pants,
this sale..22c

$12.50 Cloaks
$15.00 Cloaks _

7.50

$10.00 Cloaks

5.00

9.00 Cloaks

4.50

Raincoats worth $10, thisi

5.00

sale

Men's heavy fleeced underwear, worth
50e, this sale.
43C
Men's shirts, wool, worth $1.50 this

$6.25

Come to this sale; it will save you money. The sale is
now going on.

sale.

$1.10

Wool shirts, worth $1.25, this
sale

89C

Men
'
s dress shirts, worth $1.00

and $1.25, this

and

890

J. R.ROBERTS,325 Broadway
.....•••••••••=1•••,
.

DINNER FOR POOR
WILL RE GIVEN BY SAINATION
ARMY' WORKERS.

ChatItably ISisposed People Are ReOrganlzsponding Laberally
ation'e Appeal fof Funds.

The Christmas dinner for the poor
in Paducah will be a sumptuous treat
if the plans of the Salvation Army
miaterialize
The various charitable and philanthropic palettes apd churches have
agreed to co-operate with the Army
and everyone is asked to help. All
money and other donations for this
Christmas &neer will be collected by
the Sanation Army workers and no
others are authorized to do so.
Boxes with cards attached have
been placed Jo hotels and business
houses to receive donations in large
or small sums. These boies are se•
cureiy locked and the keys are in

$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

1.00
- We would be
have you call
store and let us
this remarkable
you.

glad to
at our
explain
offer to

Free delivery to any
plrt of the city.
Both phones 756.

S. 11. WINSTEAD
Druirglat
Seventh and Broadway.

the hands of the Citizens bank and
the Mechanics and Farmers' bank
officials.
The Salvation lassies will have
iron pots on tripods to ge kept boiling for this worthy purpose on Broad
way beginning this week.
s
It requires a great amount of selfdenial to stand in the cold winker
winds and watch a pot fer the sake
of the poor and unfortunate, but this
kind of sacrifice for others is ah every day occurrence with the angels
of cheer in the hallelujah bonnets.
Keep the pot boiling, and there
will be merry Christmas for many
who otherwise would be cheeriest;
and friendless. The Salvation Army
will do their best to supply dinners
for 600 people. Let everybody help.

'NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS

EARLY TO RED
And early ti rise. makes one healthy,
hapvy and wise—especially if you take
ilerbine before retiring.
A positive
for Constipation. Dyspepsia and
all liver complaints. Mrs. S—.. C'olumbia. Thin.. writes: "I always keep a
supply of your Herbine on hand. Am
no pleased with the relief it gives In
constluallon and all liver complaints,
that words can't ex.iress my appreciation " Sold by J. D. ophischlaeger,
Lang BTOS. and C. 0. Ripley.

IN METROPOLIS
Welter Morland was called tosCaliro
to the bedside of his nephew, who
died soon tenor he got there.
Will May viaited in Paducah last
week.
Thomas Renfro paid Paducah -a
visit ILIA week.
Dr. Wilbright took his niece, Mrs.
Emma Thompson, bark to Paducah.
Ike .Mair and wife are visiting relatives bore. Mrs. Stair is a sister of
Mrs. Lou Parker.
A. J. Hill, Dr. Chandler and A. F.
Cook, of Dundee, HIS near Chicago,
who have been hu.nsing, have returned home They took 142 birds
home with them
13. F. Blair, of Champagne, /mink
commissioner, was here this week inspecting the work that -has been going
on at Fore Maseac park.
Wes. Florence Baker is slotting In
Pad ale
Choelee Nordeman 4, riositing home
Seks this week.
Mrs. Walker returned to her hoes •
St. Lou:s Thursday after quite .1
isit with Dr. Walker's father,' WitI:am Walker.
John Irvin and wilt, departed
Thurechay for their home in Argents.
Ark., after a several days' visit witS
Mrs. Irvin's mother.Mrs. Dogger.
Here's Good Advice.
0. S. Woolever, one of the beIrnown merchants of LeRarevHle.
Y., rays: "If you are ever trout!, S
with piles, apply Bur klen's Arre,'•••
Salrve. It cured me of them for good
20 Femurs ago." Guarst.iteed for sores.
4.94411. .burns or abrasions. 25e ati
04w:sta.

TENTH STREET PASTOR

HARD PATH

•

:

At a meeting of the official- board
of
the Tenth Street Christian
thurch yesterday morning° the conAHEAD OF SOME THINGS MUNIcensus of 'opinion was in favor of
DENT ROOSEVELT ADVOCATES
callipg•the Rev. Dean. pastor at Clinton.' He preached at this church a
week ago and pleased his hearers.
UnCle JO( (sinnon speaks Frankly to The qitestion will be submitted to
Slumber. at l'aucue. of ',user
litIUM• Itepublicatts.
•

In a statement as.g.ned by eight di- In a fire near Covington. leas When
rectors of the 1:lipols Central rail- St. Joseph's convent, St. Joseph's
road Stuevesant Fish is accused of monastery and St. Joseph's Catholic
urteng the Nods of the road for Isar- eh u rch were tru r n•
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainsonal purposes. It is alleged that
while president he bbrrowed $1,500.e nien had filed with the postmaster
000 from the corporation on insuffi- genera: a complaint against the Miscient and unmarketable collateral: souri Pacific Railway company for
that he depositedlarge AUDOUntte with maintaining tracks that are alleged
the Trust Complay of the Republic. tO be inleafe.
Eviderce that $2.570.59i was deof whish he was a d'seetor, when he
Wasliington, D. C., Dec. 2—Repknew the trust eompans was Minsk peaked to the credit of Jahn R. resentative
Joseph G. Cannon • was
chilly weak: that hers
enterprises
was nominated by the Republican caucus
,pettted:s used Wale-11'3 private
IlInoi'sCentral money to .pad the re- brought out at the trial of the for- for the speakership of
the house. In
ports Cif the trust company and that mer bank president its Olvicago.
accepting the leadership Mr. Cannon
he loaned the president of the trust
James Close, Dr. S. C. Haskins and made it plain that much of the legcompany $75,00e, the Dlinole Central George Sanders. alleged night riders, islation which President
Roosevelt
losing $40,000 by the transaction,
are on trial at Clarlusvitte, Tenn., will advocate in his forthcoming
The statement of the New York charged w:th destroying tobabeo plant message will have a hard time in the
efearing-house banks last week shows beds.
:ower branch of congress.
that the banks hot} $52,9S9,425 lees
Centralization of power in the fedElectrocution as a means of inflictthan the requirements of the 25 eer ing -the death penuity
will be Snit eral government the speaker-elect
oent reserve rule. This is an increase used in. New
Jersey on December 9, called a menace to national tranquilof $1s114,175 in the proportionate when two convicted prisoners
will be ity-. The states, he asserted, should
cash reserve as compared .with the put 'So dsath.
not be "deprived of the:r powers."
previous week.
President Amador. of Panama, and and the present he declared an unpropitious time for "excursions into
One life way lost and over $100,- his party were
suests of the governthe realm of experimental legisla000 worth of property was destroyed ment 'at Mount
Vernon, where they
tion."
visited the tomb of lVaehingtots.
The idea of a federal tax on cor
Favorable con di t ions for a fast
seat-bound trip from New York to poratiops, incomes or inheritances
was abhorrent to Mr. Cannon, who
Queenstown attended the departure
said he saw no need to itcrease the
yesterday of the big torbise steame
ernment's revenues or transfer
*stareta n la•
to the nation the "burdens of state
Robbers dynamited the safe of the
and local measures.
ew Fmakile. Mo.. ha.n4c, ransacked
Practically all the 226 Republican
Vatita and escaped wills $4,060
members of the house were present
in coin and currency.
Representative Hepburn; of Iowa.
Two pereons Were killed and seven
presided. Within an hot-.,the meetwere scr:Ousty injured by the falling
ing had nominated no{ only Mr. CanThe Collins Ankle Brace is
of a pas-sneer 'elevator in a business
non. but all other officers of the
bonee In Chicago.
certainly a boon to skaters
house, and adjourned.
The sheriff having rounded up 10b
with weak ankles: they are
The officers named, other than
men for possible limy service, the
Mr. Cannon, were:
made uf leather and are as
trial of George Pettibone alit be reAlex
McDowell,
Pennsylvania
smooth and comfortable at an
sumed Mondiay at Boise.
clerk.
On
set
-vent
of
etringent
insurance
old glove, yet they enable the
Frank B. Lyon, New York. door:aws recently passed the Mutual Life
keeper.
Skaters with- the weakest anof New York, wile withdraw from
Henry Casson, Massachusetts, serkles to indulge in the sport
Wisconsin,
geant-at-arms.
without fearbf injury or anWithout leaving his offices PresiSamuel W. Langum, Minnutrota
Allot Roosevelt wan inrtiated as a postmaster.
aoyance.
member of the Army an -Navy union.
Democrats Name WilliltItiq.
Call and let us demonstrste
A negro was lynched near -Opp,
The. Democratic members of the
them to you.
after cortessing no. having crim- house
naffed John Sharp Williams
inaDy assaulted a farmer's wife.
for the speakership in their caucus
There was no opposition to his !oniA Dangerous Deadlock
ination.
That sometimes terminates fatally is
They also pledged themselves to
the stoppage of liver and bowel tune- work for
immediate tariff revision.
Sone. To q,rieklv end this condition
without dieagreeable sensations. Dr.
MIR 4Tei
King's New Life Pills should always Worth doing Is worth doing well. It
you wish to he cured of' Rheumatism.
be your remedy. Guaranteed! abso- tire Banards Snow Liniment and you
tatedy satisfactory in every case ot will be 'well cured.' A positive cure •
for Sprains. Neuralgia, Bruises, Conmoney back at all druggists. 25c.
tracted muscles and all the ine that

ANKLE BRACES,
COLLINS

•IL

For Home of Friendless.
Th e First Presbyterian Sunday
school donated two barrels of dour
to the Home of the Friendless.
—Follow the furniture ads. elesely—for a few new pieces "added to
what you've got" sill make it look
!Ike cbristmas at your house,

Will Move on Broadway
About January 1st.
D.E. WILSONTIZSBITMAig
Store.
At H*rbour'

Department

Will move his stock of Books, Music, Stationery, etc , to

the

Thompson

stand

(Nelson Sonle's store)

'tight

after

Christmas.
-

This means that you can , secure the biggest bargains in

Books, Musical Instruments, Dolls, Comb
bums, etc., etc., ever offered

in

and Brush Sets, Al-

Paducah.

We are now marking down to cost and less.

Everything

goes.

Don't delay,

but

come early.

, FOR SKATERS

$1 a Pair

Gilbert's
Drug Store

4th and Broadway
'Both Phones 77

Enliet in the Army.
Joe ''.1-1:cr. of Aurora, Intl., and
ainholt, of Sanzahh, Ill, have
Fred
eel!ste in the array and mill be trans
the coast aettlimas the
ferred

1

flesh la heir to.
A. 0. M. Williams.
Navasota, Tezas writes: "I have uspd
STICIW Liniment for sprained ankle and
It gave the best of mati,fa,tIon. I. always keep It in'the home." soid by
J. EL oehischlaeger. Lang Bros. and

0. itipley.

e

._
Use San lima. Ada.—Besereanits.

J

HEAD TO FOOT MEITT Eii5

Panic Prices on Men's Suits
•
When out looking for clothing, don't stop until
The

Hub, 211

Broadway, and see the

which we are now selling for
We are also

0
Prices on Shoes, Men
'
s

B.

Fur-

Onr hat line is particularly strong.

Unredeemed pledges in watches, diamonds

half price, as I will

you get to

to $12.50 suits

$6.98.

making Panic

nishing Goods and Hats.

88.50

and guns

go at

quit that line!

MICHAEL, PROPRIE*OR
211 BROADWAY
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profess to be free traders, The ensLAST WEEK FOR SALOONS goes into. One of rives, rr.oms ove
publican preponderenee in congress
here a ways, I melts a
for
and then starts to eel: ac, and a his,
Indicates the sentiment of the counAFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
tropoKs.
Dec. 2. tepeeial)
try on that subject.. If These DemoCASHIERS
CHECKS FROM
'
LOCAL RANK OR TRUST COMP:NY GOOD AS CASH 1ERE
'I •.1.-; is the Pert week for tte saTHE t4UN PUBLISHING COMPANY cratic congressmen wish to raise that
r•,
.)ui..-,.
Brookixert.
in
Met
ropolle end
issue, they should not try to du so in
INCORPoRATED
a -body so overwhelmingly against other southern illinoki towns end
F. M. FISHER. Pri-iitdent.
(hem. elle place to try that issue is
Th !vita). n tight, Dee*.neber
E. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
before the people. Let them wait at 12 o'clock Girt, close up for keeps,
BMWs& at the poatontoe at Padtcah. until another general election dem- and Met:01)4)1'6 and Brook port
Ky. as eecond class matter.
onstrate* by the ctiolee !oy ctuyfres- dry towns, so far ii-s•eioeuties are conatonal districts whether the people recited.
SUBSCRIPTION ILILTSISs
are for free trade or protection.
Any Man that is fortunate enough to liftve a Wife will
THIS DAILY &ITN
• The question of tariff revielon is
By Carrier, per week
.16 not one for free traders to interfere
do well to bring her along when ready to select his Fall
By mail, per month. In advance .26 with. They are for tariff abolition
and Winter Suit.
By mall, per year. in advance. .92.50 Only protectionists are
concerned
TUB ViREICLY SUN
about revision and if the present
Yee year, by mall. poetess paid. $1.55
We Extend to
Her a Personal Invitation
schedules are to be revised they must
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.. . be revised by experts, wbe believe in
A Mystery Story
Office, 116 South Third.
Phone lig the theory of protection. Tariff reof San Francisco
A Woman's eyes see and appreciate the quality of fabvision cannot even become a fair isPayne & Young. Chicago and New
rics,
the acoentuated point, we call style; the excellent
sue
popular
in
election;
a
for the
York, representatives.
coruplicated questioa of shat ached
BY
THE SUN can be found at the follow- tees to revise and how much, would
tailoring; the artistic touch and the care we give details,
_AAA
'
EARLE ASOLEY WALCOTT
Sag slaess:
result in unending confusion, and
and the cut.
it. b. Clements & Co.
'
4-e-"eeess-011,e
disaster to the 'country.
van Clem Bros.
'Arca,%MIL.
Men know whether they like the general style and
WY Elf!crranC.,
presidential
next
The
conand
Palmer House.
and et st I knows I runs tip against
gressional election will be fought out
feel
of
blerrtil Cs)
the fabric when they put on a Snit, and, after
.ClasrerVelt iNS. t“
Putter here huntleg for an ax, and
to a certain extent on the Issue of
they
have
worn it, the tailoring and look of the Suit.
crazy
as a loon, saying as how y, ,
(Continued from isat iseue.)
free trade or protective tariff. If the
was murdered and they had got
But
a
Woman will know at a glance just what you
It would have gone hard with me
Republican party is successful again
save you."
are getting, how it becomes yon and how well it is worth
the American policy of protection if he had ever reached me, for he was
'Well. just keep close to me for the
may be accepted as removed from a large and powerful fellow, and My rest of the
the price—no matter what grade of Snit you buy.
night and we'll say no Lime
last
shut
was
gone.
But
in
the
dark
politics and then a non-partisan cornMONDAY. DEcEMBER 2.
about it. There's no great damage
and
smoky
passage
over
stumbled
he
miselon may be appointed to con_
the prostrate body of the first des- Ilone--nothing but a sore knuckle." I
Suits $12.50, $15, $1850, $20 to $25
sider al the schedules and s recomCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
perado whom I had been fortunate was feeling tcow the return edects te
mend such changes, reductions and
November-1007.
blow
on
the
my
coolie's
chin.
enough to knock down, and fell sprawl1
4028
17
"I don't understand this, Mr. Wil3875 increase), as conditions warrant.
ing at full length almost at my feet.
country
cannot
The
have
afferd
2
to
4254
18
3872
With one leap I was on his back, ton," said COrson in confidential per
by and with a blow front the revolver I plexity. "1 don't see why the haythen
8
3888
19
3875 business conditions un\ettled
The Clothing Store That Carries the
4
3917
21
3859 threatened or real revolutions in the had quieted him, wrenched the knife were after yea."
"1 inw—I saw Tom Terrill," said I.
s
3910
22
3851 Industrial system througn sweeping from his hand and had the point reststumbling over the name of Dodd
7
3911
3849 changes in national policies, and the ing on his neck.
23
ridge Knapp. • I determined to licee
Luella gave a scream.
8
3909
24
4063 Republican party Is safely enough
the incident of his appearance to my
"Oh!" she cried, "are you hurt'!"
9
3963
4144 entrenched in popular confidence to
25
"No," I said lightly, "but I don't self.
111
3971
4147 ant In the matter of tariff revision
26
"I don't see how be,vvorked it," said
e
of the inclin- think this gentleman is feeling very
11
3960
28
4137 absolutely in
any special in- well. He's likely to have a sore head Cerson with a shake of the fiewri
3958
12. .
4138 ation or denten
29
-They demi like to stand
30
14.
3040
3861 terest. The business of this country for a day or two."
"Conte back here," said Lucile in a white man It's a quare 151
16.
it
.
3923
4289 :Ind the welfare of the people are
1, ••r. Important than any party con, peremptory tone. "Those men may have tolil 'eut.'emrt a big sack he
:tee,
!6.
come again and shoot you."
nave promised 'em to bring 'ern o
Total
.07 10u • idt ratiobs
. ._
"I don't think so," bald I. ""The in ye. Was it for kiln' ye they v
Average Ostober. 1907
. 3978
door is coming down. But, anyhow, I .ryine or was they for catchile
Christmas things are on display
1verage October, 1906..
..4018
• can't leave our friend here. Lie still!" eke!"
Personally appealed before nee.this in retail stores. Paducah ()fees as I growled, giving
the captive a gentle
"They were trying to take us
ietraetioes to the holiday prod in
\ovember 2nd, 1907, R. D. MaeMilthe neck with the point of his .t first. I think, but_ the •
323 E3ROADVVAY
'en bus:nese elanager of The Sun eripper as the large cities. These ;knife to emphasise my desire to
have shistled rather clieve foi cowrie
who affirms that the above state-, artLies are now fresh, and the as-! peace and quiet between us.
"I was a little shaky myself,
ment of the circulation ot The Sun -ortment larger, of course, than they
I heard hint swear under his breath. they plunked against the door," as,
for the month of
&bee 1907e will be a day, or a week or a fort- The words were foreign, but there Corson with a smile.
.
•
_
le true to the tete. Cif his kuowleitg&! night tenet. Buying a few_ things was no inistaeleg the sentiment beor11W
earth, for words of eloquence or briliant
While Corson was attemptiag to extoday, a few next week and so on, is hind them.
anti belief.
between them and us there is no thoughts of wisdom.
eaiser on the pocketbook and th
"You aren't killing him, are you?" plain to Mrs. Bowser the nature of the
Not one of
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
medium of
communication. They them amassed a fabulous fortune and
blackmailing bands of the Chinese
My commission expires January 22, nerves, than waiting until the last inquired Luella anxiously.
have
gone
down
to
criminal
element, Luella said:
the "tongueless thereby acquired the right to become
"I think it might be a service to the
minute, and then joining ;II the rush,
l9011.
silence of the dreamless dust," and known to fame as a
"Please get us out of this. I can't
with no time to speculate on the rel- country," I confessed, "but I'll save
Napoleon of
in the nature of thinge are
stand it."
(Continued from page one.)
totally finance. Not one of them by his
ative -worth to the recipient of this him for the hangman."
Daily Thought. —
I
had
blivions
marveled
the
amid
calm
at
her
of
ehese
"You
proceedings. It
needn't speak so regretfully,"
or that. II will .be a wild scramble
Character is the divine
thing on
excited talk of those about her, but gather
annually, call the roll of the .5 not within our power to ameliorate
last ffw days before Christmas. laughed Luella. with a little return of
(Continued on Page six.)
earth. Character is Ilke belis wtOch the
I
saw
foiced
now
by
that
was
an departet
it
move any of lie sting. We can't even
recall their virtues an
It will be wearisome work and the her former spirit. "But here our peo- effort
of her will. She Itas sadly
ring out sureet musk and whirl when
ay of its sting. We cannot even
pay tribute to their memories.
iclerks—they will be tired too, and, ple come."
Use San Want tds.—Best results.
touched
Iden sal ly even resound
The ax had been plied steadily, but sh,aken.
The ollicees: Exalted ruler. J. T. e- a moment dwell In isonennafon
perhaps, not so aneable, unless they
"Take my arm," I said. "Mr. Corwith sweet musk —Pheiles Brooke.
the door came-flown with difficult
-e
Bonen-ate esteemed leading knight. ith their spirits, and so tar as they
are made of different stuff from the
At last it was shaking and yielding. son will iced the way." I signed to
The Body Merely Newhine.
J. J. Dorian; esteemed boysi knight. ire concerned these exorcises are
customers. If everybody waits until and
Porter
Ita:khouse
to
go
to
and
ahead
almost as Luella spoke it swayed.
There are Just any number of diefat*e.- For,
A clgaret, carelessly tossed Into a late to buy, then the shoppers and
Roy
L
Cuiley;
esteemed
lecturing
and
Wainwright
to follow we. "It's
bent apart, and broke with a crash.
gases in which the Osteopathic is the
perambulator fatally burned a three-,
"Can storied urn or animated dust
kreght, A. W. Greif; secretary,-16. W.
the clerks will be worn out Christ- and with a babel of—shou
ts Corson, very close here."
only treatment that will give any remonths old child in New York yes- mas
"Back
to
ht
mansion call the fleetmorn and incapable of enjoying Porter, liarkhouse and Wainwright,
"It's very ridiculous of me," said Kitchen; treasurer. R. R. Kirkland.
lief at all.
terday. Such criminal carelessness ' the festival
-ere- with two more policemen, poured Luella, with an hysterical laugh, "but tyler, A. M. Foreman; esquire, R. D. :ng breath!
and the holiday.
The various phases of neuralgia
carries its own punishment. He, who body knows these things, but it is
I'm
a
Oteruents:
little
upset."
"Can
chaplain,
Roy
Honor's voice provoke the and rheumatism
Daweon:
through the opening.
as an exaniple yield
slays by the elgaret, shall die by the well to be reminded.
"I
dare
say
r
lams.
you're
not used to 14"i.
guard, J. Fried min ; organist. silent dust, ,
"Praise the powers, you're safe!"
more readily to the Osteopathic
cigaret.
-.0
--cried C
Corson, wringing my band, while suggested dryly.
, S. E. Bamberg: trustees, E. R.
"Or Flattery soothe the dull cold treatment than they do to
medicine.
Luella gave me a quick glance.
the policemen took the prostrate ChinMil ler, Ernest Leekey, Sol Dvey uss. mar of death?"
IN GOD W E TRUST.
So toe do lurnbago, chronic headIt was strange that the world was
are
you?
It's
I
Customary
f
n
''Nu
not
o
o
.
r
ese
in
"
charge.
"And
Meteoric! tiers-lee committee: W
is the young lady
To those, who worship the golden
"Amid hence these exercises are aches, partial paralysis
deceived into believing a crisis was
and kindred
family," she said with an at If. Farley. chairman;
eagle of commerce, the phrase 'ei n hurt?
John 3. Dorian, held for the benefit of the living; ailments,
and to one alio knows the
Impending in Portugal. Of course,
tempt
at
gaiety.
"No harm done," said Luella. "Mr.
NV. E. Coehran., J. J. Benedict, IL D. and we deem
God We Trust" engraved on its (flee.
this a befitting oc- first principals of Osteopathy it is
I thought of the wolf figure who had
in the case of King Carlos indigestion
(Temente. „ _
reads like the motto "Home, Skeet Wilton is quite a general."
etslon on which to commemorate easily to see why this
come
out
may be held responsible for the banof
the
upturn
is to,
den
and
the
I
called
_my
men
aside and spoke
Ushers:
Home," in the house of a drunkard.
Everet
Thoineeon, At their manly virtues, to attest our
face framed in the lantern flash of the
Oateopathy is a scientific system
ishment of the heir apparent.
Maybe, it is a spirit of piety_ that sharply
Wolf.
J.
P.
Boulwaie7.
loyal
friendship, to prove. our abid- of exercise for the nerves
--a
and organs
"You haven't obeyed orders," I said. alley, and was silent. Perhaps the
prompts 011ie James to appeal for
ing love for their -memory, and dem- of, the bode—.imply
The Eulogies.
thought of the scene of the passage
We entertain
manipulation
some sympathy the restoration of that time honored "You, Porter, and you, liarkhouse,
"These
enetrate
exercises
our
lofty
had
come
are
not
held for
to her, too, for she shudderappreciation
of by which it restores structural norwith Uncle Joe Cannon in opposing legend to its place of prominence on were to keep close by me to-night
ed and quickened her step as though th benefit of our departed friends— thele noble traits of character.
mality. TZa body is a machine ran
the Lakes to the Gulf _deep water l the coin of the realm, though "In You didn't do It, and it's only by good
they have passed beyond the veil of
to escape.
"Neither of them was endowed by unseen forces called
way. We have a hunch that 9 foot !Hoc -Sign° Vinees" would be a motto luck that the young lady and I were
life, and that
"Do you want to go through the tears from whose bourne no traveler with such talent or genius that he it may run
harmoniously it Is neceschannels in the Ohio and in the Tee more appropriate for the uses to not killed. You. Wainwright, were to
theater?"
asked
was
has
Corson.
ever
-distinguished
returned. We are Incapable
from his fellows: sary that there be liberty of
nessee would be a trifle more ad-'which the average politician puts his follow Ton; Terrill. I saw Terrill just
blood,
"No—no," whispered Luella, "get of convey!! e •i, '11.
:iny Intelligence seither of them 'decked
his brow nerves and arteries from the genevantageous to us and to a much 'money. In all seriousness, we are now In a gang of Chinese, and you me home at once."
with
immortal
glory
turn
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upon
on
any
field
the
other side of a barred
rating point to destination. This is
larger territory than is circumscribed Inclined to disagree with the presi"We have seen enough sights for the
!f battle; it was not theehozor of what osteopathy
door."
does—gives liberty
the combined speere of influence of dent about diicarding the inscription.
evening, I believe," said I.
either of theni to command the ap- to the blood, nerves
Porter and Barkhouse looked sheepand arteries.
Chicago and St. Louis. Let us spend It may be that a certain eentliaentalMrs. Bowser was volubly regretful,
plause of listening senates, or to
ish enough, but Wainwright protested:
Dr. G. 13, Froage, 516 Broadway,
our money improving what we al- ity overrules the force of ills logic
hut declined Corson's offer to chapsway a mu'titede by his matchless phone 1407.
"I was following Terrill when he
ready have, before we branch out on in our mind. We are unable at all
gets into a gang of highhintit rs, and .tron her through a night of it.
any Martian enterprises.
On the way bome Luella spoke net
times to take the fences with him.
a word, but Mrs. Bowser filled th,
Precedents somtimes !is a barrier.
ogre
time with a detailed account of hir
g-msgb...gs-essi.,Asirose•..4111.0
we acknowledge without measuring
OBSTRUCTIONISTS.
HIS EVENING SMOKE.
emotions
and
sensations
Carson
while
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Those Democratis etreigressmen, our ability to leap Its height, its rea.
and his men were searching for us and
wbo voted to block all legislation, re- sonahleness at the time of adoption
beating down the door.
quiring unanimous consent, until ac- being sufficient excuse for Its recogAt the door Luella held out her hand
Is the pleasure and lustily of many.
nition
now.
Sometimes
we
able
are
tion should be taken on a tariff reimpulsively.
We have a full and complete line of
climb,
to
reassured,
through
gap
the
form measure, will lied nothing ex"I wish I knew whom to thank—
Briar and Meerschaum pipes, MeerRoosevelt's
Pegasus
has
cept the animus of their own parti- when
but I do thank him—for my safety—
sihaum cigar holders, cigar and toperhaps my life. Believe me—I am
san hearts to justify their course. We ki:•ked down the bars of conventionbacco jars. line tobaccos, cigars In
maniprecedence;
and
ality
he
but
grateful to a brave man."
assume they were sent to congress
holiday packages, pouches, etc.
i
rreverence
fests
certain
toward the
a
I felt the warm clasp of her fingers
to enact wise and just laws for the
Tor a moment, and then with a flash of
benefit of the country, and If an ur mosses of antiquity that rather
her eyes that set my blood on fire she
gent and worthy measure is present- shocks our public school trained
THE SMOKE HOUSE,
was gone, and I was staggering
ed and its enactment Is prevented by minds. We sometimes doubt that
down
Doddridge Knapp's steps in a tumult
theie compact, they must bear the Remtevett -believes the story aboet
222 Broadway.
of emotions.
stigma of unfaithfulness to their George Washington and the cherry
OUR tTill.DREN'S DEPARTtrust without the slightest excuse of tree.
Shoes are made to wear and
(To be continued in next issue.)
But to come back to the golden
give good Service throughout
weight and honesty.
MENT IS THE BRIGHTWere they members Of the Russian eagles: the coin of the realm stands
their life. Some makers try to
douma, representing the great mass for the vevereignty of the 'nation as
insure this Ring life by makEST IN THE CITY.
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Miss Terry Weds,
Miss Edith Terry. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Moss Try, of 2125 Third
avenue, LouerevIlle, was married Saxurthey eventing at her -home to Me
Kenneth Edward Pruths, the son of a
wealthy Californian. They will visit
New York, evened Christmas in Louisseem end be at home January 1, at
Hotel Alexametzia, Los Angeles.

9e per qard

op

IN Till COURTS
vrir4r

GOOD GOODS

4

In Circuit Court.
Mrs. Luteette Soule filed two suits
In circuit court against Henry G.
Thorupeon, one for a balance of 1700,
due'ondrug stock and soda fountain
and fixtures, covered by mortgage,
and another for $136 due for rent on
building occupied.
Gip Husbands, administrator of L.
D. Husbands. flied suit against L. D.
Potter and S. R. Sinemous for $162
alleged to be due on a note.
Charles W. Brown, etc., filed stilt;
apainst Edmonia LUCAS, etc., for sale.
and division of the real estate properay of Kitty Brown, &equated.
In convening the crietinal term of
eireuit court this morning Jul:'
Reed deetmeed of a number of ck.1,
cases that were pending. Several
judgments were rendered against 3.
L. Dale, the former merchant eel
Kevil. The Gorman Barber Hatecompony was
given
judgment for!
$135.17. Owensboro Wagon corn-1
puny, $604.50, aged the Peters Shoe
corneaey, $759.10.

Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.

Just fifteen culprits faced Judge
Cross when he rapped for order in
the police court this morning and
when he finished just 5401 had been
added to the debit side of the city's
account. Hie honor did not them to
be in a humor to be trifled with and
Twenty-five pieces of plain and figured
Pretty l'arty.
as nearly all the prisoners pleaded
A delightf4t
party
was
biethtials
Silkoline in all colors, worth 12 1-2c to 15c.
guilty to the charges against them
given Frith night at the borne ofrn
they were given fines that they will
To close out at the very special price of
in the next twentyMiss. Hess •I heel:tied
O'Brien vi I le.
The house seas beautifully decorated remember for awhile.
five years will be
Herman Matthews, colored, who
In mistletoeVind chrysanthemums. A
spent
at the table.
was a trusty at the county jail, was
deleghtful evening was spent, 111418te
on a drunk aud disbefore
court
the
and games being the features. Those
COMMUNITY
orderly charge. Herman was eager
preeent were: Misses Lora Mammas.
to plead guilty to prevent evidence
SILVER,
of Metropolis; Cora Bra.nten, of Maybeing heard, but as the court was
field; Peeve Gore, Nell Dean, Celia
informed as to the nature of the ofwill do much to
Dean, ,Myrtle Miller, Garde Millet.
fense, he was handed a fine of $100
make those thousEarle Pigot t, Eva Dean, Ethel Dean,
and for good measure he was given
WKS Theobaltd; Mr. and Mrs. L. P.
anda
cf hours happy
50 more days in the county jail
Brenton; Messrs. Herman Bass, Robby
makingthat
table
which will be added to the 300 days
ert Emery, 011ie Hofiech, Eph Sisk,
that are already against him at that
attractive. This
Joe Wagner, Lawrence Yates, Percy
institution. Matthews wandered far
more than tripleJudd, Eultee Arrnold. Ivy Beck. CarGrand Jury.
away from Ireton bounds Saturday
Fred Simpeon, Edgar
Y.
D.
plated
Rouse.
POSTED AT ILLINOIS CTN'TRAL :ye Beck
ware has the
liawkins,
Geo.
0.
J.
night and was arrested by office-re at
White, Jess Healer", Jereme Watstm,
Duncan, T. L. Ailiston, S. B. Ghoe
RAILROAD SHOPS TODAY.
style
and
appearNinth
Finley
and
streeteefor
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
being
Scott Muephy, Marshal Flurnam, Saldrunk. On the way to the station he son, Henry Houser, S. Fels, Abe Ans.
ance
the
of
best
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
/
2
don Dixon, Donee Canroll, Eugene
became abuse,* to the officers and at pacher, F. M. Fenwick, Chas. McSterling. It is arBroadway. Phone 196.
Langley, Carl e'ick and Harold Jud- the
Kinney, A. Butler, H. L. Harrison.
THE AVALON PATTERN
station made threats and called
-We have just received another Knee0Yes Relieved to Eind No Fur- kins.
tistic and yet simple,
After the grand jury was empanJailer bevies a :eerie, when a blow
lot of those beautiful White Wax Deis
ther Reduction is %lade First
more
than triple plated, and each piece will
elled the various reports of thee t
from "Uncle Tom's" ,club put him
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
of December.
last a lifetime.
Miss Scott and Mr. Hart Married down and out. Matthews has a bad bles and other officials, sonie et
-We give you better carriage and
voluminous, were filed for -record
Sunday.
tat
ion.
better service for the money than
and court adjourned until tomorrow
The marriage of Miss Lottle Scott
Sam Schofield, a Mayfield product
Is given by any transfer company in
to Mr. Thomas Hart was solemnized who was brought to Paducah by the morning when the petit jury will be!
Anxiety
on
141:inots
tee part of the
America. Fine carriages for special
Sunday evening at 5 o'clock
oc at the United States mart-Waal to answer to enmanelled and the work of clear- i
ing up the criminal docket begins.
occasions on short notice; -also ele- Central rad/road shop employee vibe home of the bride, 904 Broadway.
a charge of selling whisky without a
fetred that another lay-olf would be
The grand jury organized le •
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
The
Rev.
C. M. Thompson. of the lieense, was before the court for
made today., was relieveal when the
Lug H. 3. Ilaerieon foreman.
-Forms for real estate agents for
First
Baptist
church,
performed
the
striking
a
negro
woman
and
was
enspIores
ed to the atSote (tie
tale at this office.
-ceremony. The attendants were Miss fined $50. Schofield* troubles with lieueer sheriff, and George L. Ae
and fowd
le no notices of re-Cay substribers to the Daily
Dixie Hester and Mr. C. E. Blan- Uncle Sam began in a fight with wo- ton. c:ork. The first sesta:on was
duetione ,n force or in working home
this afternoon the jail cases be
chard. The wedding march
Sun who wish the delivery of their
was men.
taken op first. The murder cha!
Incorporated.
Miss Courtie Puryear. The
papers stopped must notify our col-' ver:ous
by
Played
Henry
a
Schultz.
one-legged
begdepartments. Whale per reagainst
Monroe
Bacon,
killed
who
ie.
bride
was
becomingly
attired
in
gar, was fined $30 and given hours
lectors or make the requests direct ductiou stab expected. many of the
exeneMeersheelgieres
wee lest Friday: will -be taken up toto The Sun office. No attention will employes who have been at work a ., white silk. The maid of honor wore to leave the city. which he promised
morrow.
be paid to such orders when given short time. were uneasy when the blue ;Ilk mull oer silk. Both carried to do, if the fine was suspended.
FOR SALLE-Three show caeal
carnations. A 11 it d number of Judge Cross says that hereafter all
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
feet of the month rolled aroutvd, as.
and two counters, 115 South Second
Deeds Filed.
invited guests witnessed the cere- belfelell. _Wheeler selling notions or
-D. E. Wilson, the book man. will
Afire Beng, et at., to Fooles-Aeree-FOR HEN'T-Tour loom flat.
waa thimrisilrt that iff alrr lethetfml
and an Informal reception was begging will be locked up and fined
move his entire stock of books, mu- would be made at all it wou:41 come mony
Lumber company. 122 feet frontage
h11
Third and Tennessee. Phone 223.
If
caught
city.
in
the
"Paducah
has
sic, stationery, etc., to the Nelson i then. There seems to be plenty of
The presents were handsome and been headquarters for these People on Monroe street near Tenth street,
NICE FURNISHED room with .11
Soule store about January 1st.
work in ale departments and the face
numerous. They are popular young long enough and the practice must $2,750.
Gentleman
modern conveniences.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins hes left the gest the first of the mouth has come
[People with many friends.
be stopped,- was the court's compreferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky Ave.
Subscribers
city for a few months, and I have ac- and gone einehen the belief that thener
inserting
want
ads
In
Marriage License.
ment in pawing sentence on Schultz.
qutred an interest In his business and will be no more made before FebThe sun will kindly remember that - LOST
Large, almost sqteare.
J. S. Morgan and Sarah Pugh.
+Romeo Dunlap, concealed deadly
Mrs. Nanna Crawford went to
shall look after it ter him. Any in- ruary, if then.
all such items are to be paid for cameo belt pin. Return to The Sue
Thomas Hart and Lottee Scott.
formation with reference to any
Hampton Saturday to spend a few weapons. $25 and ten days in jail,
when the an Is inserted, the rule ap- for reward.
Eugene.o
No 735 wae derailed,
,
J. S. Warren and Sarah Puge.
and for disorderly conduct $50 and
branch of it will receive prompt at- the mien track
plying to every one %%Litwin, excepWANTED-To room and
in the south ywrdel6113S with her husband's people.
board
tention if yon will call up The Sun
Mr. F. R. Boulder, the well known coats.
Don.
sesterday
married couple.
afternoon and blocked
to
Apply
%Lee It RECEIVES WORD
1249
office. Both phones 358. E. J. PaxHenry Crawford and Ida Crawtraffic on the main line of the lite insueance man, of Peori.e, lit, le visitCONCKRNING FOUNTAIN.
FOR KINDLING wood -ring 2361. Kentucky avenue.
ton.
disorderly
conduct,
ford,
$10
ch.
•ing friends in th.s city.
no's Central for one hoer lied 45!
layor Yeiser has received
word
POSITION wanted by a fine-class
-Skates for the rink, plain steel
R. L. Wilhite and Ed Love, b
- MITCHELLS for high-gratis bicyHon. Mep. Ferguson. railroad comminute.. The engine went off the
out the National Humane Alliance
cook who is competent to do all kthes
roller and balebearing roller. any
cles, 326-328 SOuth Third street.
endesioner, was in the. lefty this morn- of peace. continued.
eadquarters in New York, eaplaioof cooking, in family provkWng seesize, reaeopable privets, at It. D.
Jack Patterson, disorderly co
FOR SALE or rent, laundry comtug that on account of the abeenee
The Paducah yard emit of the I1111-1
rants' 1-tooni. Apply W. F. lenewele
Clements & Co.
continued.
Col. Mike Griffin. who hu.vs tobacco
note desstral railroad has been exoest he secretary, correspondence re- plete. Ring old phone 426-r.
1405 Clay.
--Order .our engraved calling
R. S. Tanner, drung, $1.
for the Italian governmetet at MurFOR hettlhg Lad atovewood ring
garding the fountain at Yelser park,
2,000
feet'
south
of
the
ewitch,
cards for ('hristmas and Christmas
NEW WEST END BARBER SH6#
ray,
left
plate this morning
for
at tee beginning of the south yarde.
Tenth street and Broadway, has been 437 F. Levin.
gifts from The Sun at once. 14)0
-Stand at 1042 Broadway has been
spending Sunday with his fent- THAW TRIAL POSTPONED
The new order is effectire beginseSnareLeer
fountain
neglected.
The
be
will
FOR Dkx
wotlu, old
iie h,re.
phone newly equipped in. every partiotear;
cards and plate $1.20.
UNTIL SIXTH OF JANUARY. shipped within two weeks.
at noon today. The extension is!
2361.
.
-For numbering machines, band
first-claws workmen only. Try as.
Childrees
Dr.
is
confined
to Ms bed
made necessary by the :serge amount
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with Crowell & Horton.
&acre. rubber 1)Pe and ateoelle of all
New York, Dec. 2.-The Thaw trial THREE PEOPLE KILLED
freight being handled by the rail- at the tierces Central hoopita).
of
chair. Apply at this office.
kinds, call on The Diamond Stamp
FARM FOR SALE cheap. 22 ac-es
Mr. James IleGinnie has returned was adjournesi until January 6.
read at this place.
WHEN TRAIN LEVI' TRACK.
Works. 115 South Third. Phones 358.
HOUSE for rent 1010 Jose. of land on the southeast side of
bootie
Dauirille,
where
from
he
spent
Pitteburg, Dec. 2.-Three persona,
The new *seeds over the repair •rhanksgiv., g
-Place your orders for wedding
where the N., C. & St. L. it. R. cross.n with 'els parents.
W. L. F. Hoffman and dauglater, street.
tracks a:re about comPete, the last
THIRTY MINERS ('AUGHT
Invitations at home. • The Sun is
Mr.
Grasehern
C.
WA NTED--Tatee boarders; 212 es Island creek, will be sold to party
C..
ito
in
eimithmotion of the ,refing being placed on •
BY EXPIA)SION OF GAS. Nellie. of Baehnore, and an unidentishowing as great an assortment as
making beet offer for same. See
, land on legal businese and welt not
fied white man Were kilted when train South Fourth.
today. The seeds well be of
you will find anywhere, at prices beneefit to the
*Tee"!
Bell Vernon. Pa.. Dec. 2- The No. 12, on the B. & 0.. known as the - 0-A WEINER wanted moving picture Magistrate John Thompson or John
emplos-ce during bad be back till Thursday.
J. Beech. 119 South Forth street
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thomas and body of a foreigner, known as Joe Dubuque limited, was derailed at *how. Address F., care Sun.
much lower than you wel have to we-at her and no more eae-qffs
on atMiss Tess Martini/me of 9t. Louis,
pay elsewhere.
Pumper, was reeavered from Naomi Shenandoah Junction. W. Va.. early
-oun t of rains will be made.
WANTED--$1.200, gilt edge se- I CLEANING AND PRESSING neatI t visiting them, went to LouisvOle mine of the United Coal company, today. Tweeve persons were seghte,
ly done. Satiafact!on
guaranteed.
-1041 visiting cards and plate for
curity. Addresli C., care Sun,
yesterday on a 'flee and wit return up to 9 o'clock today. The mine Injured.
Work called for and delivered. One
$1.20 at The Sun. special prices for
FOR,
SALE-A pony at a bargain.
Tuesday night,
boss says at least 30 men were enAT MURRAY
the holidays.
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Suite
1640 Clay.
-Miss Alice Strer.g, 'who has teeth tombed by the explosion last night,
Ninth street, near Broadway. Inane
-Poultry eupplies, aiT kindsFOR SAL -One top wagon and
visiting el:ss Faith Langstaff, has re- when a miner entered the colliery
338-a.
wheat. cracked corn-. mixed he,.11 feed.
Murray, KY- Dec. 2- lePecialeharness. Tully Livery Co.
turned to her home in Cairo.
with an open light.
M. J. Yopp Seed Co., 124 South Sec- Mr. Frank Pool and family who reMrs. Tim Eccles. who had been
FOR SALE-Bucks range at a
Forterne Telling.
ond. Old phone 243.
eently went to Beeville, Texas, for etteeng here
bargain. Phone 257, C. J. Klger.
and at Padmeale reMETROPOLIS CLUB,
Zereda Ramonda, Gypsy fortune
--Careful buyers will serve their the benefit of Mrs. Pool's health,
turned to her home at Ca.r.bondae
elle,
The Metropolis Commerciai
FOR RENT-Four room cottage teller, tells you everything you want
best enteretie by taking_ advantage of have returned to Murrayethe climate
Weetnresdayes-Rroteirport Eagle.
met at the court house and held .• Sixth and Boyd. $9 per month. Ap- to know. Consult Ramonda. Ladies
cur removal sale prices-. First come not being what was desired. They
A son was born to Mr. and etre. enamel election, resulting as follows:
ply next door.
25 cents; gentlemen, 50 cents. Camp
gets the pick of our stock. D. E. will probably remain here.
iAn Mack, of Florence Station, last J. F. NicOartney, president; C. P
FOR itENT-Farsiebed room, all at end of Rowla•ndtown car line.
Wilson.
night.
Treat, vice-president; W. E. War modern convenkances.
Apply 4615 Hears 141,a. m. to 9 p. m. Electric
An examination for rural letter
-The Sun Is showing the prettiest
C..,
E. Hegetnan. trete'.
Mr. P. B. Brookshire and wife secretary;
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498. lights, courteous attendant.
lines of fancy stationery for the holi- carriers was held at
The
wheel
These officers and the foliee
days you will see anywhere. Give building Saturday, 34 applioants spent last Sunday in Eddevillte
J. E. MORGAN horse shoelag,
Little Fnankie Kolb. the 90.0 of Mr. constitute the executive commit:.taking the examination. The examyour order at once. for Christmas.
general repairing, rubber tireto, 498
-The Ladies of the Maccabees
-The Mt Crackee Country Medical ination was for the purpose of secur- and Mrs. F. Kolb. of 411 South Fifth 3. M. Elliott, mayor; Frank Gregor.
will meet Tuesday afternoon at 3
.eoutt Third.
alderman;
Smith,
M.
street.
Dr.
J. A. Orr,
sprained his left write in a
teelety will neeet in Dr. Feeder office ing a carrier for a new route that is
FOR RENT--The seven root'. one o'clock in the Knights of Columbia
Dr. C. le Trovieonh J. C. Willis, D.
to be estabilebed out of Murray and fall.
tomorrow night.
story
frame cottage at 333 North hail in the Campbell building ElecMrs. J. R. Martin, who has been W. Helm, F. A. Tromeciale and, A.
to provide a register of eligibles for
eleventh. Apply to Dr. .1. 0. Brooks. tion of officers. All members are
Quante.
visiting
her son, Mr.-Guy Martin, and
vacancies that may occur from time
urged to attend. Mrs. Lora JohnsWANT-ED-To rent house or cote'
Mrs. Pat O'Brien, both of the cite,
to time.
ton, R. K.
tage
by
permanent tenant. Address
has returned to her hoer in GreenFOREIGN MISSIONS.
I
P. G. M., care Sun.
A foreign missionary rally will be
A message wars received here Sat- ville.
s Mr. -reank Lucas returned home
THE Perfection -011-Heater-aed from Niaefield vestry-slay
Miss Marjorie Scott
return held In the First Christian church In
urday eveningeannouncing the 'death
Rayo Lamps advertised in this paper
af Miss Leon Hood, daughter of the Thursday from Fore Werth, Texas, this city on Thursday. December 5.
are sold only by Noah's Ark.
Rev. R. W. Hood, presiding elder of where she has been for several weeks This rally will be held under the au
spires of the Foreign Cheatian Misthe Lexinteon district of the Mem- visieng Miss Anne Stripling.
GOOD PRICE paid for furnitere
Miss Lora Maynore has relerned sionary society. Secretary Stephen
and stoves at Williams & Peal, 205
phis
Methodist conference, Miss.
South Third street. New phone 901-a.
Hood, was granddaughter of the Rev. to her home in Metropolis after visit- J. Corey, of the society, will be
J. M. Pool, of this place, and has ing Miss Bee Theobaild, of the city. present and conduct the rally. F. E.
HORSE-For sale or trade for lot;
Mr, lettere Arnold- has returtned to Hegel, of Japan, and .1, C. Archer,
numerous other relatives in
.1. Wes Troteman, 705 South Third
Will Publirth Store News easily fee
county. She was an unusually brit
thegh St. Lome after visiting his parents at under appointment to India, will be
te tehristmee
street.
present and speak. Mr. Hagin has
young lady and was possessed of es 908 Jones street.
Today We Tell of Children's'ev
--WANTED--Position as bookkeep
MTS. Eva 'Wright and Mims Elete been in Japan seven years. et
eweet and lovable disposition. The
Cloaks. Tomorrow we will tell of
re or assistant bookkeeper. Goad
body was taken to her former Wright, of Urbana. 0.. have returned
Furs. Extraordinary values now on
references. F. C., care The Sun.
home at Homboldt. Tenn., for bur- home after a several weeks' visit to
e Editor Groves Succumbs.
sale.
FOR
RENT
-A
suite
of
furnishee
Kansas City, Dec. 2.---- H. G.
et. Dr. Hood and Tam ylihave re- the Rev. antd Mrs. David- le 'Wright.
All of our departments contribute
rooms, to gentlemen. Over Iverson &
sided at Memphis.
Mrs. E:br;dgas Palmer, 1014 Clerk Groves, maneging editor of the Post,
to make December our best Bargain
Wallace's druge store, Seventh and
street, left last evening for 'Memphis. died today as the result of a bullet
Month of the whole year. Beet from
They keep out the cold
Washington streets..
week
fired
ago
by
R.
C.
a
him
Judge
into
•
You
Lightfoot
want
him
R.
T.-stylishly
returned
start to finish.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
and insure freedom from
GO and have a pale of pants mad
from
Murphysboro, Horne, editorial writer. Horne is
Every doge make, you teeibeiter. Laz-Pos this morning
Today we begin, among other
dressed. That's comparativeto order for 57.0k)
Seeps your wholg insides right. gold on the
Goods guaran- sales, a great Holiday Bargain Sale where he delivered the oration out on bond.
coughs, cold, pneumo- 111oley-back
ly easy. You want clothes
plait everywnere. Prtoe 60 netts.
teed. Solomon, Tailor, 113 South of between three and four hundred
at the Elks memorial yesterday.
nia, etc.
for him that will wear. That's
Third street.
Miss °era The Worthane of Hugo. MRS. ELIZABETH JAMES
Children's Coats for ail ages up to
Removal Notice.
Okla., has returned home after a
DIES AT EVANSVILLE, IND.
--itio-THEthe difficult part, but one
R'S SOOTHING BALM fe. 14 years. This sale will continue
years
Our entire stock of books, mu
MTh. Elizabeth James, 73
visit. to her cousin. Mrs. C. J. Kiger.
chapped and rough skin, made by until Christmas. Tell your neighthat is not overlooked at this
stationery, etc., will be moved to
3, elger has removed from 110 old, mother of C. F. James, a well
Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutz's bors. Come yourself. Here are the
store.
Our
new
stocks pay
Nelson Soule's store (Thompson's North Seventh (street to 313 South known traveling man of this city,
!candy store.
prices:
full attention to style and emstand) about January 1st. Careful Fifth street, Smith's hate__
died at her home at Evansiille.
, Infants' Long Costs.
DON-7 FORGET the Hole-in-thebuyers well do well to call at once.
Mrs. T. Polk Smith, of Clarksville,
phasize quality and workmanExtraordtoary values at the fol
Wall, 111% South Third street, for
Roosevelt Stands Pat.
D. E. WILSON.
Tenn., is the guest of Mrs. James
Cet us show you.
chtle-con-carne, tamales and send- lowing -prices': 95c, $1.20, $1.45.
ship-ask to see them.
•
Waehingtoti. Dec. 2.-Roosevelt
Caldwell, of Jeffereon street.
$1.9.5, $2.45, $2.95.
whites of AM kinds.
Fill Your Yard.
Mee Elizabeth Sharpe, of Nash- said today. ellen Itepreeentative H nBear Skin Coats for ages
to 6
FOR
RENT--On
e
six-room
cotlf you want your yard filled with ville, Is visiting Mrs. James Cahlwell, sh aw. of Nederas.ka, told him the Ne'ears, white and colors, at $2.69,
tage,
50'2
North Seventh. All modbraskans
elm to ran e.galn,
'rood rich dirt me Hill & Kiernete of Jefferson- street.
$3.2',1, 23.70. $4.45 and $4.90.
ern conveniences. Phone 264.
erickyard. OM phone 1233-r.
Mrs. W. C. Eubanks left this "I won't devt4ite a single point from
Plush eights for ages 2 to 5 year
.
FOR
RENT-One nicely furnished •it
morning for Rising Run, Ind.. to be the annowere. ent aireade."
$2.25, 22.50, $4.70 and $4.90.,.
room.
All modern
C.M. Sears of Mechanics- at the bedside of her father, who is
eonvenieneee
Plush C4bats for ages 6 to 14 years
ettiek5
I
meals turnished:..Addrees 314 eieseth
ore;see'2Y7
-1100Sievelt %lga.inst Measure.
haesdattILlissielDatou The lote not expected.
•
At $4.70; $4.90. $5-11'5, $5.35 and
1.4
aeLsealer
Sixth.
where the old one burned at 1707
Wash 1 net one- Dec. 2.-Fteoseavelt
CSTABL13.4ED lase
Meyers street, and Occupied it for the
Walsh Trial Ceentimited.
, Iwilaonee to kill the
111f
- eW---Fottr room fiat vett
wt4i .sow1i
moth Coats for ages 6 to 14 rata
Your Clothier for 30 Years.
oriental
today.
Dec.
Chleago,
time
feet
evel.nsiOn
which
bill,
bath, front and back porches, ears Ail at less than value for $1.5.0 $1.10
2.-The Wallah trial II
fIrtigglatsa
Cuattpri,
'reduced today.
Was continued until Tuesday on ae...
,upstairs, e
1440 Broad way $2.20, $2.45, $2.95, $3.4.5. $3.7t.
Nth and Brattiest OIL Pilaff hvar.
•:..1 L. D.
I-..
.7%
10c a week.
The Evening S
Sanders,
tit et tie ISDN* Of'I j1111011111.11''
$4.4,5, $4 75 and $4.95.

gPaelee aoly i1koline

''• t •

MONDAY'S DOCKET
LARGE IN POLICE
COURT THIS TIME

PAGE Mt

NO LAY OFF

29,375 Hours of Your Life

HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.:

14
gr 4
1.-te

•

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
-

.ftprwardo

1

Chamt Vests
And Chest Protectors
For Men and
Women, Too

CM'S

FOR THE
LIVELY LITTLE
MAN

50c to $3.50

$2.50 to $10.00

••••
MIN

=IMF 1=1•••

AIM=INOPM•p/M

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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Any article

We store

S

on

free

which a

of any charge

small deposit

any article -

is made

selected

will be put

•

for

aside
and held
for

Christmas

ADVANCE HOLIDAY

NEWS!

and
guarantee

s

Christmas
delivery.

"Father Time" has almost completed another milestone of our life and Christmas is nearly
here.
It is time for you to begin looking around for that Christmas gift. What is more
sensible for a
gift than a useful one, and what is more useful than good furniture? Suggestions are here
by the
hundreds. We cordially invite you to visit here and look over our- immense stock. Some
suggestions
-

prompt
delivery

4'3
.•. •

•

SPECIAL!!
All prices in Parlor (13ods. An elegant three-piece
set,
richly upholstered and a thing of beauty,
only

Our China Cabinets are ar.10; tistically designed and we
show the latest patterns. Get
a nice or.e this week for $22.

_

A good, serviceable Buffet, highly finished, with
nice French bevel mirror.
Something extra nice for
only $22.50.

Center Tables, cheap as
the cheapest, fine as the
Come right in and hear the latest re- finest. You can get a nice
one for $3 25.
coif
Gvt r 1,000 to kt It- ct from. Vk e
ffcr Jbibi Gripl:c.)photie and one doz•
„T
o ••• • /
en 10 inch disc records for only $27.50.
0

•

$22.50

A Ladies' Writing Desk is
always desirable. Our prices
on entire line are very interesting. You can get a.nice
oak one for $8.
This popular article we have
in nice assortment:- "Makes"
an ideal Christmas present,
and you can get a hice one
for $17.50.

A Chifforobe is a very attractive article, two pieces in Here's your chance for
If it is comfort ,'you want a
one. A nice one for $22.50. Morris Chairs.
Extra nice Davenport will satisfy
large assortment. Nice you. An elegant C. h a se
one for $6 50.
leather one for $40.

Buck's
Hot Blast
Heaters

PS—

I

have never been equalled.
Cuts your fuel bill onehalf and is a source of satisfaction every day it is
Guaranteed t o
used.
please you.

Large line Library Tables
just received: We have
them in all prices and designs.

A handsomoobed, brass trimmings, ornamented chills, assorted colors. Good
woven wire spring, nice cotton tcp
mattress — a complete outfit—all this
week $12.50.
nearporsilted.)

ve,ega%,eadietime%eicesiesus Central Railroad company. In die
-tained by the community In which he position be was quiet and unpretentresided, for a real man h gone. -- ious, but in the even tenor of his way
"Princes and lords may flourish or had made a large circle of friends
He achieved a high degree of sucmay fade,
"A breath can make them, as a cess by doing we/I and faithfully the
Continued From Page Four.)
little things,of life, which indeed
breath hath made;
"But a bold peasantry, a country's constitutes the highest success attainable. He was uniformly courterperiellag genius carved his name
pride,
upon the pinnacle of fame In any the. "When once destroyed can never be ous. 'vras of pleasing personalty, of
sober and indestricek habits, and al!
ater of endeavor. In point of intee
supplied."
in all, was an honorable, well-bred
.e-e they were men or ordinary abil.The Roster of Our Dead.
ity, and so far as this world's goods
"Since our last exercises of this gentleman.
were concerned they were of sub- character three of thee most popular
Will Dicke.
stantial but modest means.
"Will Dicke was perhaps the best
members of this lodge have respond- "They. were plain, unpretentious ed to the sesenrnons of death, to-wItt known of them all to the people of
American citizens.. But after all, W. A. Bishopc-W. J. Dicke and Henry. this city. lie was bore -and iestefl
in Paducah, and, with the exception
what higher encomium (an be paid P. Frisz.
"Al'.' Bishop, as he was famillary4of about tour years spent In Colorathem? It, was the patriotism and intrepidity of men of this character known, was, at the time of hls death, do, lived here aH his life. At the-time
that conquered this country from about forty years oj age, and had of his death he was 37 years old,
Er.gland and established this repub- spent the greater part of his life in and had been married 1.1 months.
lic. it was men of this kind that Paducah. Since he had reached his His family conststed of a devoted
transformed this country from a wil- majority he had occupied many po- wife and a bright baby. He had
derness inhabited by the savage and sitions of trust and responsibility. been In business in Paducah a numroamed by the wild beasts into a For a number of years he was head ber of years, and was rapidly gain
country whose commercial progress clerk on steamboats that plied the tog an enviable position In the comhas excelled any country cm earth, rivers upon which this city is situ- mercial world, and it can be said of
ar.d whose civilizing influence has ex- ated. He discharged the duties in- him in truth that he was a representtended to every quarter of the globe cumbent upon that position with ative business man of this city. And
ani whose perfect government is a credit to himself and eminent sat- just at this time when he was at the
ray of hope of eVery down-trodden, hale-lion to these by whom he • was head of a growing and prosperous
as surreutided b'y an
bet atrnggling nation on the earth employed. lie was also in other business. and
When the black Angel of Death business in Paduceh. both for him- 1 interesting and happy family, and
self antritstemploye; at the time of_ "ettereitee-hed the best reason for bespreads its 'weber *Mg* over
conch of a man of this description his death hblding a position In the log In love with life, the messenger
and bears his soul away to the God clerical department of the Illinois of death beacOned to him and his

FLU' MEMORIAL

11

coal•P•Aafa1

spirit took its flight- to that mysterious ream. He nail of, ha,ppyeaffahie- disposition, and made friends
with apparent ease, and seemed to
hold them without dlflicuity. He had
ills faults, as we all have them, but
no man can point his finger at a
single dishonorable act Will Dicke
ever tlid him, and he was, indeed, an
honest man, 'the noblest work of
God.' His Untimely demise was
shock to the community and caused
great sorrow to prevail.
Henry F. -Frisz.
.
- "Henry F. Friaz had not, at the
time of his death, reached the ineridian of life, being just 39 years of
age. He was a Kentuckian-by birth,
and never found another country he
loved so well._ About foue years ago
he removed from Paducah to Central
Oily, his native town, and the place
where he died. - As an evidence of
his worthiness. and unswerving fidelity I point to the feet that he was
In the service of one concern, the
Illinois Central Railroad company,
for a period of over 1,7 years. He
served In different capacities for this
corporatien and in each of them ao
quitted himself with credit. He had
been in wretched health for many
months before the Ond came, but he
bore his sufferings with a fortitude
and resIgnatirM that Artisan illustration of his noble Character. He, was
the husband of .an attraetles and de•

McDOUGALL

i
It couldn't be made better
for any money, and yet we
are selling this fine quarter
sawed, six-foot table this
week for $22 50,

The best Cabinet in the world, his the
easiest working bins and dra.vers, extra
large top, and is a complete kitchen necessity. An elegant present Only $24.'

Our Partial Pay=
ment Plan has
Reached,Perfection
voted wife, and the father of a bright 'are to a large extent creatures of the power to make eharaiter, N%l11
lovely child. He wae--a magnetic their envireinment. Had these men die end his soul perish with
him? It
by his lived at a different age and in differ- cannot be. We know that
man, always surrounded
it is not
friends, and was possessed of a con- ent Circumstances their character all of life to live, nor all of
death to
vivial disposition. He was a devoted would have been unlike what they die; that U a man 'die he
shall live
father, a kind and affectionate hus- were. They probably would not have again, for "Dust thou art
to dust re•
band, a steadfast friend, a bright or- been better; they poseibly would not turneth was not spokeu
of the
nament to soctety, and a high-toned have been as good, but they would soul." And by faith we
know that
r
g'entlenian in all that the expression have been different,
beyond the grave there is a
reining
implies.
place
for
the
When the evening wind Is SIM,
soul, where the mortal
and the sun has traveled its course, assumes immortality and life
Their EliVir001111entli
beI believe that heredity has match "leaving the s'mile of his departure comes an endless_ splendor. Let us •
hope
that•the
over
the warm-colored
to do with-..the construction of char- spread
soul of our departed
acter, but not so_ much, I imagine, Heaven." and the glorious landscape friends are now in this blis.eful land
as enviromeeent. These gentlemen to gladden, the eye, we are not -dis- where those who dwell are untouched
were typical men of the times in tressed, for we know that on the mor by sorrow and unsoiled by sin. And
which they lived. Whenever an em- row tt evrill rise again in all its 'permit me to admonish you that in ergency occurs, or a great crisis is selentior to brighten the world with order for us to be entitled to the
reached in the history of a nation. Its effulgent light. We listen to the blessingspf this place we should
"So live, that when Thy
God always has a man at hand who mournful autumn winds as they sigh
summons
Is equal to the occasion. Many of through the dismantled forest, and comeetojoth
"That innumerable caravan
the brightest names that enliven the sweep over the "meadows brown and
that
pages of history were creatures of rear," but we do not despair, for we moves
"To that mysterious
the circumstance, by which they know that when, spring returns the
realm, where
were surrounded. The most fascinat green leaves will reappear, and the each titian take
"His
foliage
and
flowers
withered
ing names recorded in Bibical lore dead
chamber in the silent
halls of
were made by reason of the character will blossom and bloom again. We death,
having been, appointed by God to do see the angry and foreboding cloud@ 'Thou go not, like
theequarry-slave
some special work. And as was said sweep through the skies, and we at night
"Scouraged to his dungeon,
by an ancient philosopher, "Mind and tremble as we hear the thunder and
but,
character are cast In the mold of•en- observe the vivid flashes of lightning. sustained and soothed
"By an unfaltering trust,
vironment.
They take their form but we know that the sun will reapapproach
and color froin'their surroundings.— pear and that the stars cannot fade. thy grave,
"Like one who wraps
they are fashioned to the hotir by the Can it be true that man, who was
_ the drapery, plastic hand of etreumstante."- 'And created in the imare of Ciod;and who of his couetr
is
so
it
the
men,
noblest product of His handiand
"About him, and Ilea
so it is with all great
downr to
Is with men who are not great. They work, endowed with Intelligence and pleasant dreams."
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WATERWAYS GET Free
LITTLE THIS TIME
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Catarrh
Cure

, All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
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DRAUGHON'S

Children must, first of all, have
Business Colleges
Ideas .before they can write; the exI neer perated.t
pressio% of these Ideas Is :compose
PADUCAH, 312 Broadway, and Evansville and Sr* Leulti.
Uncle Joe cannon Will - Block
tiou. The more,naturally this ex110014 keePinkft Banking. Shorthand, Pennianehip, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
Is
pression
the effect of the child's by business men. Also Leaoli by mail, Write, oboue, or call for catalogue.
Any Appropriation
impulse from within-, the better.
—30 Collelgosa Ira 17 States.
Bad Breath, It'ffau king, Ringing
The first duty of the teacher here
In the Ears, Deafness, Hacking Iii to take the cited where he is, to
That Lakes to Gulf Project is Stum- Cough aud Spitting Quakily Cured.
make use of his Interests, and to enbling Block in Way of All'
courage him to express these interother Work.
ests. These Interests may be en
BOTAN C BLOOD BAIA
larged by means of broader experThe Remedy ',hick Cures Ceience In life, by means of observatarrh by Killing the Catarrlini
tion and by good reading, but InterLAKE MEN AND SOUTH UNITE'
Pelson wad Petrifying the Bleed.
211-213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
est there should be always, otherwise
.4,,ARGIe SAMPLE FREE
composition is mere mechanism.
barren of results, a bore to 'elegiaci
Warehington, Dec. 2.--That ere Yes Mellei wet neglect discharges et and a dread to teachers. To wsrd
hAnsmawrING YELLOW MATTER tress off this unhappy state, let the tertehet
strength and influence et the national the E. Boos Iliad Throat,
elvers and harbors congress Is glow- CATARRH IS NOT ONLY DANGER- engrave on the tablets of her rnw
OUS In this way, hut it causes ulceraing with great rapidity is shown by tions, death and decay of bones, kills ory there reasons that may be gki:.
the fact that Secretary Root eas ae- ambition, often causes loss of -appetite, for the dislike 'often- attending comand reaches to general debility, idiocy position work; lack of enthusiasm
(opted the Invitation extended to him and insanity. It tie, ds attention
at
by Representative Ranedell, as presi- once. Cure it by taking Betasie Blood on the part of the teacher and failIS BY
Beim (B. B. Ho It Is a quick, radical, ure to grasp the child's point of view;
pt%
dent of that organization, to maks. permanent cure because It rids the systoo
much
written
work;
lengthy
esthe- opening ad dress at the sanest tem of the poison germs that cause
catarrh. At the same
Bleed Bahr says; too much criticism; attempting
asseinbleng of the congress, which (B. B. II.) purities the time
blood, does away
well take place in the New Willard with every symptom of (atarrh, a B. to secure results beyond the capacity
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANIJER
fl
sende a tingling flood of warm, rich, of children.
tote: here Tuesday morping. In ad- pure
blood direct to the paralyzed
Teachers
should
regard
one
writ
dttion to the secretary of state there nerves and parts affected by catarrhal
poison, giving warmth and strength ten sentence, , two written sentences,
INCORPORATI•
are a number of other men ct na- just
where it is needed, and in this way the paragraph short or long, as fuleeriest reputation on the net of speak- making a perfect. lasting cure of ca/01141•10,
filling
the
purpose
the
written
of
extarrh
Its
forms.
in
all
ers.
When we say that B. B. B. cures we ercise. Of course, in the higher
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
Only last night Mr. Ftanedell re- mean a real cure and this We guarantee
grades particularly, the tleld should
ceived a telegram front James J. H111, It. B. B. has cured thousands of catarrh
cases—even the most deep-seated kind be able finally to produce a formal
PACKET COMPANY.
the raeroad magnate, saying that he —after every other treatment had failed
B. B. B. does this because it reaches the composition; but the frequent, yes.
(Incorporated.)
would be en hand and would be sauce
of all the trouble; namely Poi- the daily writing of good, clear cut
pleased to address the congress. Mr. soned and Diseased Blood. Just try 111
sentences, and of the paragraph, is
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
Mil was one of the fleet bkg railroad B. B. for Catarrh and you will get well
surely and quickly.
of as much importance as the formai
STEAMER CLYDE
men of the country to recognize the
Botanic Blood Balm (B. I. 114 Is composition. The shorter form of
neceseity for the development of the pleasant and safe to take; composed of
pure Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE written composition leads to the Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rivet
inland waterways, and what ho has SENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
production of the longer form
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
to say on the subject veils be received Atlanta Ga. BOLD BY DRUGGISTS, or
stilt by eepeess. At $I PER LARGE where there Is more organization of
with elate attention by all who are BOTTLE, with complete directions for
material. Much, of course, depends A. %V. WRIGHT
Master
hono, cure.
interested in the movement.
Sold in Paducah. Ky., by R. W. upon the quality of the work chil- EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
Another interesting speech Will be Walker 8 Co, W. J. Gilbert, Lang dren are able to
do; they are by no
Bros.,
Alvey & lest
that of the French_ ambassador, M
This company Is not responsible
means all alike; they differ, not only
Juesierand, who will describe to the
in their inheritance, but they have for Invoice charges unless collected
Ridtieah Ky
It is understood further that a num
members of the congrees the manner
had teachers of different kind of by the clerk of the boat.
,n which the waterwses of Prance leer of southern representatives who ability: but whatever their culture
were developed to their present high were supposed to be favorable to the or their -training, the sentence and
Special exeursion rates from Padasuite of usefulness. The German Cbicego canal project are mow. le the paragraph are not to be omitted see to Waeeloo. Fare for the round
ambassador, Baron Speck von Stern- say the least, lukewarm. Thin pro- in their composition instruction.
trip $s flu. Leaves Paducah every
berg, had accepted an invitation to jeet has nothing whatever to do with
At this point it should be said Wednesday at 4 p.
speak, but Mr. Rana:lee received word the
. improvement of the Mienissippe that in the grammar grades. the etfruni.. rho erohailesaelne ithait lie emceed from Cairo to the glee
,eithenerh_tees euese-eara alioekI -be takeuetis tee&
be enable, on account of !Knees, to pert of the general takes-to-the-gulf children the difference between -a EVANSTIT.LE, PIDTTO NW AND
CAIRO LINE.
proposition.
keep h is engagement.
sentence and a group of wards which
(Incorporated.)
From this It may be seen that the Is not a sentence; this is fundament. It may be stated with regard to
the fleet for an annual river end liar- seances for a river and harbor bel al. The thoneht to, a sentence must
bar appropriation brn that there is at this seesioe of congress are not be considered the 'essential thing in EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Eeciert Sunday.)
little hope fee the passage or egensbe pat- bright.
this teaching; the subject and predieration, eren, of such a measure ,at
cate, claws and•phrases are rnerel
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
the seveon of congress which begins
the ,form.
t
A Real Wonderland.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evanson 'Monday.
South Dakota, with its rich silver
fleetly as to method: In all this ville and way, landings at 11 a. m.
t
"Uncle J04.” an Obstacle.
•
mines, bonanza farms, wide ranges written work the blackboard may be THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
9
The stumbling block is "Uncle Joe" and strange menu* formations. is a very useful in teaching; by means of Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa)
RKMOVED TO THIRD AND
Cannon. The speaker hag already In- veritable wonderland. At Mound It, the teacher can point out the corn- landings at 8 a m, sharp, daily, exKENTUCN.Y.
t ena ted to certain repreeentati yes elty, in the borne o0 Mrs. E. D. Clapp, :non'faults, standards which
art, sere Sunday. Special excursion rates
who approached him on this subject a wonderful ewe of healing haft lately practicable. and examples which are now in effect from Paducah to Cairo{ beet aleelhell, Bank Work( Ufa
that he does not approve of the plan. occurred. Her son seemed near death commendable.
eye minded and return, with or without meals , mad Library Work a specialty.
Many
The reaton he gives is that hard with lung and throat trouble. "Ex- children are teethed in this way. aed room, Good music and table un..
times are at hand and that con.gress ea estIn g cough eng opens occurred who otherwise could be reached with 'surpassed.
For further information apply to ItrenEMEIMIMMIte
must be economical.
every the
writes Mrs. difficulty, or not at all.
The real reason, however, is a po- Clapp, "when I began giving Dr.
A wholt class can generally be so S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
litical one. If the river and harbot Ring's New Discovery, the great aroused by an animated teacher the', Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
buy horses,
bill is brought up. Cannon. who has medicine, that eared his life and corn- the particular-subject she chooses Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
sell horses,
presidential aspirations, weft have to pleteh- ettred him." Guaracteeti for will make each member anxious Z.) First and Broadway.
board horses
commit lemeett one way or the other cougrhs and colds throat end Wee express individually the thought and
on the question of having a fourteen- coughs and colds, throat and lung spirit which the teacher has com- erouely granted.
do n generel
Let thc teacher r;set be unmindful
livery business
foot channel from Chicago to St.'$1.00. Trial bottle free.
municated. In this way pupils May
Louis. The Chicago people are strong
all be led to write spontaneously on that it Is difficult to acquire the art
be Tully Livery Company
for that project, whereas the lake In.
the same subject, treating It In their of composition. Indeed mapt per
privileges. sons, and many educated ones at
I Iseebrooreeve
individual ways. Many
teeeets are fighting it. Cannon needs
votes trom both- sections in the 'Fethowever, will be granted, and a large that, never become as proficient in
fourth St. ani Kentucky Ave.
tle nel seowven Hon.
freedom In choice of subjects be al- writing as in speech. Only for a few
If it were an ordinary fight he
lowed, for among teachers of com- persons does the art of composition
position it is now a well established sseem to be natural. But although
would, of course, lose little by going
on one wide or the other. But it so BUT PI %Ct:F1 I. POLITIcAL LP- belief that the pupil must write off the limitations of the average mind
something clearly within range of will never allow many to become
happens that the lake people have L: HEAVAL IN PORTUGAL.
his experience or interest. A certein great writers, yet all will profit very
sworn to fight the proposition to the
boy is developing a liking for etame much by the attempt to cultivate the
last ditch, Thee claim to have eviold Phone Re12.
collecting; let him write about It. A power to write,
dence, based on the highest engineering authority, that if this channel is Premier Franco Trying to Overthrow certain girl is an officer in the local
Intolerable Conditiotis and ReManufacturer of
flower mission, let her write of her
Badly Mixed Up.
opened according; to the plan of the
store His Country.
--ts work there. Or the pupil may write
Abraham Brown, of Wintertote N.
project:" 6,00e,0110 galley of water
of one of a score of Interesting inci- Y., hue a very remarkable experience
per second wilt flow out of Lake Erie.
dents that are happening all about He days: -Doctors got badly mixed
The. &elare the lake Internee:Is, would
Una every 41toe-ttrp-erver inel-erre swirl -heart &Ism-Esc
become so ity erthat the etteee cef beaTa --Liebtin,- D.
-2.=-21lie-Gaiieleaa Ch-arff a teacher finds It easier 'to se- two called it kidney trouble; th ,
now Lulled In the shipment of iron ore teeter of a/laming rumors reprein4Furniture Stared and Packed
cure enthusiasm by allowing largo feurth, blood poesion and the flftli
would beeonee useless _Witten they
ing that Portugal was an the eve of
inslividual freedom in choice of sun- etornaeh and Ilver.troutrie: but nom,
cart-1e4 h • Y1 ea emcee only.
cevisi war and resolution, has, been
403 Jetrier St
jects, such freedom vhould be gen- of them helped me; so my wife adfully established by the ineestieration
vised trying Electric 1114044, which
of a staff correspendent. There neves
The Farmer's Wifb
are restoring me to pettrect health.
•seeme to have been the slighsterst exOne bottle did- nee more good than
Is very careful about her churn. She cuse for stories from the frontier that
scalds it thoroughly after using, and gives
all the five doctors prescribed."
prisoner
was
castle,
a
In
the
the
king
It a sun bath to sweeten is, Site knows
illiETROPOLIS,
Guaeanteed for blood poison. weakthat If her churn is soteUt will taint the that the crown prince hied been banness and all stomach, liver and. kidProp.
BaJley,
A.
D.
butter that Is made In It..
and that the navy had mutihe stomach Is
ney complaints, by all druggists, 50c.
a churn. In the stomach and digestive nied.
and nutritive tracts arc performed proefty
best
and
the
hotel
Newest
in
Nothing conld be more peaceful
cesses Which are &Imo* exactly like the
"Be good an' kind," said Uncle
Two large sample
112.00.
churning of butter. Is it netespparent than the appeardnee of the country Rotes
Eben, "but at de same time don't
then that If this stomactechUefi is foul is through
which the correspondent looms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
makes foul all which Is put Into It?
The only centrally located Hotel la be too trustful. De fact dat you
traveled from Madrid to Lisbon..
Home Seekers' tickets to all
honesty own an untbrella dat some
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone
points In the south and southPortugal, 'however.
is passing be city.
the bad taste in the mouth and the foul
scoun•rel done borrowed am' gwneter
west, Including New Orleans,
h story - making epoch, COIL-HELIUM PATRONAOR PI
breath caused by It, but the corruption of through.
keep no rain (den you."--WashingHouston, San Antonia, Ft
the pure current of blood and the dissem- from a political point of view. PreL161711'
1 9.
ton Star.
4
!nation of disease throughout the body. mier Franco is weenie almoet single
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
-Territory, at about one fare
against e;ratelcalle the entire
handed.
makes themur and foul stomach sweet.
CHILDIREsre
for the round trip, good reFavorite
ITIIIte 5 Cr,ani
It does for the stomach what the washing poletical organization of the country, All the patent medicines and
ruins,
the
cure
or werrns and all i loiturning for thirty days.
and siin bath do for the churn—absolutely with tithe avowed purpose ce ending
dren's
tlifttitaPi.
It
not
kills the
removes every tainting or corrupting ele- the Intolerable condition- of a party toilet articles advertised in this worm*, but removes theonly
mucous and
paper are on sale at
Minim in which they .mild their
ments -In' this way It cures blotches, political which has bred abuees, and a ,
Frankfort, Ky -InauguraIts action 011 the child is mildnests.
and
pimples, eruptions. scrofulous swellings,
tion of Gov. Willson. lionnd
Vexes him In A 11.1•11 Ii y
sores, or open eating ulcers and all system of graft that would make the l McPherson's Drug Store
Daniel. Surmise, Tenn
•
Fourth and Broadway.
trip Mee. Tickets to be sold
humors or diseases arisinerom bad blood. most corrupt city in America blush'
ferive'one of his childre,
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste in with envy.
December eth and 10th, good
Vcrrnifuge wheal the
-[
•
had colle, and from the nest ,Toso
your mouth. eoated tongue,foul breath,
returning until December 10.
But the task of restoring the repre-1
child passed 73 worms Sold
are weak and easily tired, feel depressed
• - .wesalle
oenischlaeser, Lang Bros. and C.
institutions, and introducing'
eentatIve
and despondent, have frequent headaches,
dizzy attacks, gnawing or distress hi stom- honest government in the administra-i
ach, constipated or Irregular bowels; sour tlem of the country apparent le is well
with swelled
Most men
hertels
or bitter risings after'eating and pore under way.
wear,sweilly small hats
appetite,these symptoms,or any considerThe hope of the oel parties that
able nu mbc- of them,Indicate that you are
eufferine filen biliousness, torpid or lazy King Cerles would abandon Franco
1111101111111.
liver with the usual accompanying Indi- has been shattered by his majeety'a
Take home a pail of chile.
gestion, or dyspepsia and their attendant resent inteeview ends:Ira:mg ttie dicTHE
derangements.
It will make your supper more
AND CURE THE LUNCS
tator oIIcy and' announcing his in,01.03,84ercan.
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Undertakers and Embalmers

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

HEREAFTER

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST,TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

I Foreman Bros. Electric Co.
ELECTRICnii SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric

0,k

plants installed.

Complete machine shop.
1

122.434 rki.IPourth 1St.

Phonoss 787

•lef
:
t

II,

FOR RENT
Several desir ab le offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

R. Rudy,
Cushier,

P Pnryear,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SANE BANK
lasereorated
rapital
Surplus
Stockholders liability.

.
e
.. e

Totel security to depositors
Accounts of individuals and firms
small ae well as large depoeitors and
courteous treatment.

$100,000
50,000
100,000

solicited. We
accord to all

This label is al
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you s e ti d flowers,
that you buy the best.

HENRY MAY1MEN .111

AMERICAN:ORMAN NATIONAL BANK
W. F. Parton,
President,

Watch the
Label

$250.000
appreciate
the same

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadwa‘.

WE

NO CRISIS

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

NEW STATE IIOTE1

Roller Skates1
We have just received
a large stock of Richardson ball bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union Hdw. Company
ball bearing with steel
••
••
••••
roller.
•.
.•

A Change for the
Family

KILL

L. W. IIENNEBEINER CO
INCORPORATED

"The i-iou*:e of Quality"
422-1'.4 BROADWAY
1101t1 PHONES Po

C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor

COUCH

wmtDr. King's
New Discovery

FOR C8Eglis

TRoifiAle

•
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NEWELL MEMORIAL
HELD LAST NIGHT
Broadw ay Methodist Church
Crowded With People

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
people here most wanted to hear.
The beautiful Christian fortitude
shown by his devoted family was au
example to all, and was the highest
proof of his life among them. The
fine lemons of his life here and his
going from it, were elequently
brought out by Dr. Sullivan and
there were few dry eyes in the church
when the service was closed with the
doxology, and benediction by
Dr.
Cave.

Memory of Beloted Pastor Paid Gracious Tribute By congregation
and Speakers Last /Night.

BEAUTIFUL SERVICE WAS HELD

CONGRESS OPEN
Continued from Page One

SANTA'S
LIST

house, where proceedings were more
spectacular.
Alexander McDowell,
Memorial service was held last clerk of the house during the last
night at the Broadway
Methodist semen), called the bode to order.
church for the Rev. Thomas J. New- Many in the galleries were relativcell, who was for four years the pas- and friends of new members, the
tor of the church, and whose sudden "congressional kids," who have corny
death last Monday night has caused to save the country and inoklentalty
wide-spread sorroe.
to make dents on the scrolll of fame.
The service was a very beautiful The diplomatic corps was repreeenteci
In the presidential galle.ry we:
and appropriate one, and the large
DOIAL F1'IINITURE, BEDS, CHAIRS,
Mos. laingworth, her mother, MI auditorium was crowded with
his
CRADLES,
TABLES, SWINGS AND
People and sympathizing friends. Roosevelt, and her sister, M.iss 'Eth+
Mayor Tenter and many prominent The) bad been escorted by police
HOUSES,
men, outside of the Methodist church the gallery reserved for the executivel
HOBBY HORSES.
were present; and the First Presby- and cabinet members. Representaterian church, Trimble Street and tive Nick laingworth was coustan'
DRUMS.
Third Street Methodist churches sought by the crowd and receiv.,
united with Broadway in paying this glances from "Princess Alice."
GAMES OF EVERY KIND,
last tribute of honor. The altar
The blind chaplain, He'n'ry N. Coo-I
TEDDY BEARS.
where Dr. Newell bad so often stood den, offered prayer; the ro)i wa
pleading for souls. where he had Pro- called by states. Then the questi.
TEDDY IK)GS.
nounced the joyous marriage service was put up to the house to
-and had performed the last sad serv- speaker. "Dote" Hepburn,
TEDDY MONKEYS.
ice for the dead, was draped in of the Republic.an caucus, nominee
PIANOS,
black, and also the chair he used. "Uncle Joe" Cannon as once-et:war
Seated in the altar were the Rev. J. himself. Williams was nominated 1
TYPEWRITERS.'
W. Blackard, presiding elder of the the Democrats, but Cannon won be
Paducah district; the Rev. G. T. Sul walk. He was escorted to the chit
CIRCUSES.
liven, pastor of Broadway; the Rev. amid applauee, was sworn in by GenDOSS ENGINES,
W. E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian eral Btngbam. of Philadelphia.
church; Rev. H. B. Terry, of Third "father of the house," having 0
STREET R. IL
Street Methodist; Rev. T J. Owen, of longest continuous term of service '
ENGINES AND TRACKS.
the Reit:Hand circuit, and Mr. George Ms record.
'IlEA SETS.
C. Crumbaugh. representing the anFaehliget plc-titres were taken at
del board of Broadway. The regu- the
MOTOR lk)ATS.
new metnbers ducked but the e
lar church choir was assisted
by: timers emiled.
Cannon made a thce
Mrs. I.ela Wade Lewis, Miss LucPRINTING PRESSES.
speceh and then each member was
Hie Blackard, Messrs. Emmet liata
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES.
t.11 ern
in. Butler. of Paolts,-1.00‘e.
-by,- 111111 Wirth! Mali. The music was
and Cox, of New York, being Quskert.
SOLDIERS.
most impressive and
appropriate.
affirmed inetead of swearing. Offieses
Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Hubbard. Messrs.
St'HOOL DESKS.
were chosen and comm it tee appoin t
flagiry and Mall sang "Lead KIstelly
ed to inform President Roosevelt_
TABLES.
Light" very beautifully. Miss BieckWhen the rules cf the last ression
ard rendered "Some Sweet Day By
TOOL CHESTS.
were put for adoption W I 1 lila me
and By" with much feeling. "Retie
seamed new members not to tie them11ANNONS.
Lover of My Soul" was sung by the
!eaves to the rules, which would tie
choir and congregation.
SETS OF FURNITURE.
them to the speaker's chariot. Despite
The Rev. J W. Blackard presided.
BRASS BEDS.
the warning of the minority leadei
After the scripture reading and the
rules were adopted, although a
%ND
HUNDREDS
OF OTHER
prayer by the Rev. H. B. Terry, of
few Republicans lined up with the
the Third Street church. Dr. BlackeALI. TOYS,
Detnocrats.
ard paid a feeling tribute to Dr.
Then came -the grand blemaial lotCOME SEE.
Newell, his place in the
Memphis
conference and their friendship coy tery—the drawing of seats. Pa):
and Williams. floor leaders, were firs
ering a period of 14 years.
Mr. George C. Orumbaugh
spoke Oren their choice, as was General
for the offlelai board of Broadway. It Hingham. Then a huge box was
was a beautiful appreciation of Dr. brought in. Ti contained marbles, all
mbered. A page blindfolded reached
Newell's work here from a man who
had labored with him: of the On- Into the box, pulled forth a marble
swerving principle, nobility of char- The number was read and the memacter, deep spirituality and earnest ber having that number was given
sympathy that marked "a man after hi3 choice of the unasinned seats:
The house then was informed of
God's own heart," and voiced
the
the death of Representatives
feeling of the entire church.
of Virginia, and Smith, of
Mr. B. H. Scott followed
Mr.
sod adjournment watt taken out of
Crumbaugh with a few
exprengive
respect to their memory.
and heartfelt aords on the intimate
The greatest gift you can give, one that will benefit every
personal relation with Dr. Newell as
pastor and friend.
PAUL CLAY ELEY
The Rev. Dr. Cave spoke most
clerk behind the counter and at the fame time benefit
impressively of "The Value cf a
Paul Clay Eke:. the 6-year-old son
Man" and the force for good a true
yourself, is do your Christmas shopping
man is in the world, emphasizing- it if Di. L. Eley and Mrs. Anna Eky.
with -reference to Dr. Newell and his died at his home in Sharp, Ky., yesearly—early in the day and early in the
work in Paducah. He closed with erday. His 'body was taken to Sectithe words that are engraved on the on, where the funeral services wetablet in Westminster Abbey to Min sield this afternoon at 1 o'clock it.
month—and kindly take sni1l parcels with you. They
and Charles Wesley, "God buries His the Rev. L. B. Henson, of the Benton
workmen but carried 6n His work." Saptist church.
so often get misplaced during the rush .*
The-Rev. T. J. Owen, who was for
Tatars IT:
four years in charge of the "City
l'aeigh yourself
a fit of swum,
Mission" work here, paid a deeply old then wonderinto
why you don't g•
feeling tribute to Dr Newell as an veil. If you will only try a bottle
"tallard's
syrup your coug
earnest, active co-laborer with him, will he aHorehound
thing of the past. It Is a
and all the help and inspiration he -maitive cure for Coutithe. Influenza.
Bronchitis and all Pulmonary •!•.
000DS ar
had been to him.
in, bottle will convince vol.
CAR-PASTS
druggist.
25e. 511c. :AAA. ttold
Dr. Sullivan, who had conducted
Iehlachlaeger. Lang Bros. and t'. •
the burial service of Dr. Newell at
TifE STORE
Paris, spoke of the last tribute paid
OP 7718.PECIRLD
----The AMP ads, ought to It
to him there and of the messages of
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
love that had come far and wife from 'nighty 'nee-teeing to you thew. de:4sympathizing friends, giving many of if any „f the „Inter's supply „f she.-vakrakearakeakemeteaZeakeWejej4,,,,keak,,,Ikese.4
.isake./isakeakesakematemp
to Ise boug ht.
the personal details that Dr ' well's, is

Monday

Santa has once
again made his
headquarters at
the Big Busy Store
where you shop in daylight,
OGILVIE'S and this
year he has enlarged his
balloon so that he could bring more
and larger toys and dolls for all the
little girls and boys, Santa has not
only provided for the little ones this
year, but he has left hundreds and
hundreds of gifts for the big ones.
Yes, he has left some awful pretty
things, prettier than ever _before —
useful, too. He thought of father,
mother. brother, sister and sweetheart. You
must come down and look over what he has;
perhaps just what you have been thinking
about and want most. So come down early
;and claim it before some other person gets
ahedd of you.
Lovingly,
LITTLE FAIRY,
Santa's Secretary.

l

THE AL. G. FIELD HEATER MINSTRELS
THE KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER

65 MAGNETIC MINSTREL MEN
INCLUDING

Harry Van Fossen, Frank Miller, Bun Granville, Billy Clark, Doc Quigley,
Jack Sully, James Quinn, William Doran, George T. Martin, William
Gillis, Oliver Payne, Pat Hughes, Ed Foley, Stephen Wehrer, Wesley
Powell and that "Grand Old Man of Minstrelsy"

A L, G. F 14

THE KENTUCKY
. WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER

LD

PRICES 25c TO- $1.00

PRICES 25c TO $1.00
active -

